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Foreword 
IN jUNE 2003 a Global Compact 

Policy Dialogue gathered more 

than 200 representatives from 

business, civil society, academia 

and UN agencies at UN head- 

quarters to identify problems and 

solutions related to supply chain 

management and partnerships, A 

final report on the outcoines of 
the dialogue — entitled "Supply 

Chain Management" — has been 

published on the Global 

Compact website tutu. trnglobal- 

comjroct. org, 

Following this policy dia- 

logue, some Global Compact 

participants were invited to 

develop case studies describing 

their experiences with supply 

chain management, focusing 

especially on their relation- 

ships with small and mcdium- 

sized companies. These case 

studies were discussed during 

the International Learning 

Forum Meeting in Brazil 

(2003) and have been pub- 

lished on the Global Compact 

website. We hope that printing 

the studies will enable further 

distribution and help managers 

~round the world to establish 

or itnprove their sustainable 

business linkages. 

W'e wish to thank Anthony 

Ewing of the Columbia 

University, Wilfried 

Liitkenhorst of UNIDO and 

Marcelo Linguitte of Instituto 

Ethos for sharing their expertise. 

We would also like to thank 

the fo'llowing companies, case 

authors and peer-reviewers: 

Escondida Mining Company in 

Chile, case author Hernan 

Blanco of the Rides Institute 

and peer-reviewer Professor 

Claudio Zaror of the University 

of Chile; Pao de Acucar Group 

in Brazil, case authors Maria 

Coutinho de Arruda and Luiza 

Granado of the Fundaqao 

Getulio Vargas and peer- 

reviewer Professor Oddny 

Wiggen of the UN University; 

Renata Engineering Plastics 

and Metalman Auto in India, 

case authors Fernando Casado 

and Kai Bethke of UNIDO and 

peer-reviewer Lothar Rieth of 

the University of Tiibingen, 

Germany. 

We hope that all readers will 

benefit from the information 

and experiences collected here. 

We also hope to inspire teach- 

ers, trainers and academics to 

use the case studies for educa- 

tion, discussion and promotion 

of sustainable business linkages, 

Further information and new 

case studies can be found on 

the Global Compact website at 

www. unglobalcompact. org. 

Global Compact participat- 

mg companies who would like 

to share their experiences in a 

case study, and academics 

interested in writing case stud- 

ies or acting as peer-revtewers, 

are welcome to contact the 

Global Compact Office at 

globalcompactun, org. 

Ellen Kamnowsky 

Head Learning Forum 

April 2005 
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The Global Compact 

The Global Compact asks companies to embrace, support and enact, within 

their sphere of influence, a set of core values in the areas of human rights, labour 

standards, the environment and anti-corruption. The principles are as follows: 

Human Rights 

Principte i 
~ 

Businesses should support and respect the protection of 
internationally proclaimed human rights; and 

Principle 2 ( make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses. 

Labour 

Principle 3 

Principle 0 

Principle 5 

Principle 6 

Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the 
effective recognition of the rtght to collective bargaining; 

the elimination of sill forms of forced and cotupulsory labour; 

the effective abolition of child labour; and 

the elimination of discrimination in respect. of employment 
and occupation. 

Environment 

Principle 7 

Principle 8 

Principle 9 

Businesses should support a precautionary approach to 
environmental challenges; 

undertake initiatives to protnote greater environmental 
responsibility; and 

encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally 

friendly technologies. 

Anti-Corruption 

Principle 10 
( Businesses should work against corruption in all its forms, 

including extortion and bribery. 

More information, 

including hotu to participate, 

is available on the 

Global Compact tuebsite at 

tututu. ungiobalcotnpact, org. 
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Introduction 

ANTHONY P. EWING+ 

SINCE ITS LAUNCH IN 2000 the Global Compact has brought together gov- 

ernments, the private sector and civil society to support a more sustain- 

able and inclusive global economy. The Global Compact seeks to make 

widely accepted principles on human rights, labour and the environment 

a shared basis for commercial relationships. 

Global Compact participants quickly identified supply chain manage- 

ment as a key challenge facing companies in global markets. The sheer 

complexity of many global supply chains presents a major obstacle to the 

widespread and consistent implementation of the Global Compact princi- 

ples. How can large transnational companies encourage the adoption of 
human rights, labour and environmental standards among all of their sup- 

pliers? What can local governments do to encourage responsible supply 

chain management? Where do small companies fit in the global market- 

place and how can they develop the necessary skilLs and cap~city, first, to 

participate in global supply chains, and, second, to do so responsibly? 

This publication, Sustrtirtrtble SuPPly C?tetins, is a first step toward answering 

these questions and better understanding the distinct challenges facing 

An!!«my P. Eurttg it, i i, tryer anil tttanq!ement citnaultaru httrd itt Neie Yiirk. A member iit the Glithal 
Compact Learnint! Furunt Acadctaic Network, Anrluiny i» a I. eclurer in I 'tw atatt Btlatneea tit Coluttlhia 
Unieeraity. where he retchei tlte!!r ttt«ate teminat, "Traninartmral Buaineaa and Human Rtphti". 
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The clilemma, of course, 

is that tvhile SMEs account 

for the majority of businesses, 

employment. anti output in 

tleveloping countries, 

many SMLs are unable to 

integt ate themselves 

into the tvorltl economy 

anti benefit from 

globalisation. 

small and mediutrt-sized enterprises (SMFs) that seek to implement the 

Global Compact. While large and small companies alike face similar 

issues when pursuing voluntary corporate responsibility initiatives, smaller 

companies confront unique obstacles, Small companies have fewer finan- 

cial, technical and human resources. SMEs typically operate within a 

much narrower tnargin between business viability and business failure. 

Owners and managers of SMEs are more acutely sensitive than their 

counterparts at transnational corporations to issues such as market access, 

access to credit and financing and the immediate costs of improved social 

and environmental perfonnance. 

The corporate social responsibility movement has generated a great 

deal of scrutiny of transnational companies based in the world's largest 

economies. A number of the world's largest companies are Global 

Compact participants and transnational corporations face growing pres- 

sure to embrace core human rights, labour and environmental principles. 

These large well-known companies, however, represent a very small per- 

centage of private sector economic activity in most of the world. 

Small and tnedium-sized enterprises account for a sizeable portion of the 

private sector in most developing countries and. are a principal source of new 

jobs in developing economies. Marcelo Linguitte, of Brazil's Inslitttto Ethos, 

highlights the central role of SMEs in the Brazilian economy, for example. 

The dilemma, of course, is that while SMEs account for the majortty of' 

businesses, employment and output in developing countries, many SMEs 

are unable to integrate themselves into the world economy and benefit 

from globalisation, In his paper on business linkages, Wilfried 

Lutkenhorst of rhe United Nations Industrial Development Organization 

(UNIDO) highlights the power of global value chains to stimulate SME 

growth, provide productive employment and trigger productivity growth. 

Integration in glob~I value chains, especially those driven by transnation- 

al corporations, is one of the most effective ways to promote develop- 

ment, Lutkenhorst distinguishes the low entry barriers and limited learn- 

ing benefits of labour-intensive, buyer. driven chains from technology- 

intensive, producer-driven chains with higher barriers to entry but greater 

opportunities for knowledge transfer. 

There are tnany obstacles, however, preventing the creation of benefi- 

cial linkages between SMEs and transnational companies. SMEs suffer 
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from insufficient information, skills and infrastructure. SMEs need tools 

to improve product quality, secure financing and build production capaci- 

ty, According to Liitkenhorst, conducive government policies, strong sup- 

plier development programmes, good training institutions, appropriate 

financing and the assistance of business associations can support the 

efforts of SMEs to integrate themselves in global supply chains, 

Corporate responsibility initiatives like the Global Compact and indi- 

vidual corporate programmes must support the role of SMEs, Liitkenhorst 

notes that while the cost of integrating SMEs cannot be borne by large 

companies alone, the development of a stable local supply base is in their 

commercial interest, Strategies that encourage local economic develop- 

ment benefit SMEs. Multi-stakeholder partnerships are a platform for pro- 

moting sustainable and responsible business linkages that benefit all par- 

ties. For corporate responsibility initiatives to contribute to international 

development, Lutkenhorst argues, the standards they promote must not 

be protectionist or discriminatory. At the same time, SMEs must not be 

allowed to operate in ways that undercut universal standards. 

The case studies presented here are diverse and instructive. Five stttall 

and medium-sized suppliers to Escondida Mining Company of Chile pursue 

ISO I4001 environmenta1 certification through the support of a public-pri- 

vate partnership. The largest retail supermarket chain in Brazil, Pao de 

Acucar, launches a programme to identify and support small suppliers of 
sustainable Bmzilian products. The case of two Indian auto parts manufac- 

turers that received technical assistance from UNIDO showed the enhance- 

ment of their competttiveness to become supphers to global markets. 

The cases indicate that SMEs can be a powerful force for promoting 

social and environmental standards. The Pao de Aqucar programme to 

develop a new sales channel for natural and sustainable products is 

intended to contribute to the sustainable growth and development of sup- 

pliers and cornmunittes rhrough higher income and capacity building. Pao 

de Agucar worked with small suppliers to build rhe skills and capacity 

needed to qualify for the programme, which, according to the company, 

has had an indirect iinpact on more than 17, 000 people, The programme 

also serves as a means to disseminate the Global Compact principles. An 

outcome of the Escondida case is the significant demonstration effect 

among suppliers of the benefits of good environmental practices. 

Corporate 

responsibility 

initiatives like the 

Global Compact 

and individual 

corporate programmes 

must support the role 

oJ SMEs, 
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Consideration of the Global Compact principles is part of the training 

provided by UNIDQ to small companies in the Indian automotive com- 

ponent indusrry. In the case presented here, two Indian companies that 

have signed on ta the Global Compact have achieved itrtprovements in 

business, quality, environmental and social perfartttance. The UNIDQ 

programme has widened the horizons of SME managers and made them 

more responsive to environmental and social concerns. 

The cost af new initiatives and the cost-benefit calculus is a central 

concern in these. cases. Transportation costs, for. . example, have proven to 

be an obstacle for participants in Pao de At;ucar's programme. Pao de 

Acicai views its programme as a'business i'nitiative, not a social responsi= 

bility project and market factors wtll dictate the programme's ability to 

expand in the Brazilian market and beyond. The cost of monitoring social 

compliance by programme participants is, at this point. , prohibitive, As a 

market-driven. initiative, Paa de Aqucar has had to manage the commer- 

cial expectations of participants and assess the highly variable consumer 

demand for sustainable products. In the Escondida case, the participating 

SMEs have realised cost savings and producttvity gains but express con- 

cern that rheir efforts have not led to more Favourable business terms with 

their customer. 

As is the case for large rransnational companies, corporate responsibilt- 

ty programmes require strong leadership to succeed. Escondida, owned by 

major transnational extractive companies, was the first Chilean mining 

company to implement ISO 14001. The implementation ot a corporate 

policy for environmental and social management by its corporate parent, 

BHP Billiton, was a key driver for Escondida's initiarive aimed at SMEs. 

Another important factor was the personal cammitment and individual 

leadership of the general managers of the participating SMEs. 

Partnerships provide crucial support for initiatives aimed at SMEs. In 

the Escondida case, Chilean government policy promoting qualiry and 

environmental certification set the context for the initiative and the 

Chilean Economic Development Agency (CORFO) provided financial 

support to the SMEs ta pursue certification. The company made its envi- 

rontnental consultants available to the companies, offered training and 

maintained regular communication with the SMEs. The Pao de Aqucar 

case identifies institutions such as the Saa Paulo Micro-Enterprise 
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Support Service (SEBRAEI, the Brazilian Ministry of Environment and 

the United Nations Development Programme as potential partners in the 

Caras do Brasi I programme, 

Further research is needed to determine what SMEs are already doing in 

terms of responsible business practice, how their approaches differ from 

existing initiatives by large transnational companies and what tools they 

will need going forward. New tools are being developed to help SMEs 

become part of sustainable global supply chains. Brazil's Insiirrito Ethos, for 

example, has produced the Ethos Indicators of Corporate Social 

Responsibility as a benchmarking tool for small companies and has pub- 

lished a report, "Strengthening Social Responsibility in the Relationship 

between Large and Small Companies", that includes exampiles of successful 

partnerships involving supplier development, new business support, micro- 

credit and the establishment of associations of small suppliers. New 

approaches include integranng tools to improve social and environmental 

performance with tools to improve quality management and other business 

concerns of SMEs, such as technical and management upgrading, linked to 

quality, productivity and consumer demand. Monitoring and reporting are 

next steps for many SMEs, but as Wilfried Lutkenhorst emphasises, mecha. 

nisrns must go beyond compliance tools to include education, training and 

capacity building. Importantly, large transnational companies may need to 

provide incentives and support to make compliance with stringent codes 

of conduct economically viable for their suppliers. 

The challenge for Global 

Compact partici pants going 

forward is twofold — first, 

finding hetter ways to 

integrate SMEs in the global 

economy through supply 

chains and second, 

making these supply chains 

sustainable and consistent 

with the Global Compact 

principles. 

lf we can make progress on 

these tsvo fronts and leverage 

the enorznous potential of 

SMEs, then the Global 

Compact will have made an 

important contribution 

toward harnessing the benefits 

of globalisation for everyone. 
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UNIDO 
Business linkages, 
supply chain 
management and SMEs 

WILFRIED LUTKENHORST, UNIDO 

The context: Nature and importance of business linkages 

BUSINESS LINKAGES ARE COMMONLY DEFINED as any commercial transaction 

taking place between different profit-oriented enterprises. As such they 

are vital elements for any economy to prosper and indeed even to exist. 

They provide the very basis for functioning markets and for economies to 

grow, diversify and, through rising levels of specialisation, to enhance 

their productivity. ' 

Business linkages occur in many different forms. This paper addresses 

exclusively business linkages between transnational corporations (TNCs) 
and small and medium enterprises (SMEs), They can assume different 

manifestations', in particular: 

~ Forward linkages with customers: this may involve TNC invest- 
ments into improving their markettng and distribution channels or 
forward linkages with industrial buyers (e. g. of machinery and 
equipment) where TNCs tttay provide extensive advice and even 
technical training on optimal use, 

Business linkages 

are commonly defined 

as any commercial 

transaction taking 

place be tureen differen t 

profit-oriented 

enterprises . 

I Scc Srsnr»n. L'I. &v& I/p»ir&r, &ik». Tr&ny: D»&/nee& Linknac» Thci& Veins, nn&I Drm&n et/&I&niche& T»«nrds 
Ther r. UK I ICI»nl lrn. 'nl I &r In&ere'&ri n»'ll nc& clr I n&cur, lt'61. 

2 Sr:c htrcnt!urrn T&tm»n, Linke/rc& &n» I Snrllr&rer& hers'cen Trmun»(innef C&elcneri&m& nna Su&nil nn&I KIcJnnn- 
S&cc&l Fnrer/&ri&c& in / re&c/r&l&in&c Cnnnnie& — &. )I&I&run&nirie& nn&I p»l&cic&, in: Ut&ICTAI I, TNC-SME Link&&I&c& 
l& lycvct &pmcnr, hlcw y( rk/ Oc&1&'ve &I&I&V. 
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~ Unkages with technology partners: through joint ventures, licensing 

agreements or other types of alliances, TNCs of'ten engage in com- 

mon projects with smaller companies. Such inter-f'irm technology 
cooperation is more common in industrialised countries but is also 

clearly spreading to developing countries (depending very much on 
the type of value chain involved). 

~ Backward linkages with suppliers: this concerns the sourcing of parts, 

components and services from S'iMFw, and in our context specifical- 

ly from domestic SiIIEs in invested countries, thus enhancing local 

content of TNC production, 

This paper will focus on backward linkages in global value chains, gen- 

erally considered one of the most pawerf'ul mechanisms to stimulate SME 

growth, provide productive employment. and trigger upgrading and pro- 

ducttvtty grawth. 

The role of global value chains for SME development 

It has been observed that the glabalisation process has gradually disconnect- 

ed networks of production and finance from an overall system of global insti- 

tutional relations thus producing a disequilibrium between the economic 

domain proper and the broader framework of shared values. ' In a closely con- 

nected development, as pointed out by Harvard econotnist Dani Rodrik, 

"international economic integration is taking place against the backgraund of 

receding governments and diminished social obligations". ' Does this imply 

that we witness the emergence of increasingly hybrid governance structures 

in which social needs are no longer the exclusive realm of rhe state! While 

the social dimension has been an inherent feature in the European brand of 

post-war market economies ('social malket economy' in Germany; 'planiflca- 

tion' in France), we can now witness attempts to anchor responsible business 

pracrices in the corporate world itself, within a context of voluntary action. 

Glabalisation brings significant benefits to the world economy, 

However, it is alsa obvious that I. he distribution af those benefits is highly 

uneven, thus further increasing existing economic development gaps. The 

Kell, G. /Rut'etc, 1, , Gktlrul Murkuts untI Suuiu! Egittmuca: The Cute uf the 'Gluhul Cmtnltuut', tn: Trunsnutiunul 

Curlturuttuns, Vul. 8, Nu. 3, Decumimr 1999, tetr. 101-120. 
Rurlrik, I3. , Surrey un Gltrhulizntiunt ls Grwummmn Dtsuitlvrmnt, . ', in: The Eomumtst, 29 Setnrtntmr 2001, pl 6. 
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benefits associated with the spread of new technologies and the large 

flows of foreign direct investment are being enjoyed by relatively few 

developing countries, whi'le the majority of poor nations, especially in 

Af'rica, are being increasingly marginalised. Meeting this cha Nenge of 
redressing the widening disparities and thereby contributing to efforts at 

poverty reduction, as expressed in the Millennium Development Goals, is 

a major concern of the UN system and, based on a platiform of globally 

shared values and agreed principles of corporate social and environmental 

responsibility, stimulates action within the Global Compact. In this 

endeavour, SMEs play a critically important role. 

To a great extent, improvements in the competitiveness of developing 

countries depend on enhancing and upgrading the contribution of SMEs, 

since these enterprises account for the majority of businesses, employment 

and output in these countries. Unfortunately, though these SMEs need to 

play a leading role in the economic turnaround of their countries, they 

are often unable to integrate themselves into the world economy and in 

fact are frequently hurt by globalisation, as imported products flood into 

their domestic markets. Their inability to benefit from globalisation is 

often ascribed to their low product quality standards, small production 

batches, limited access to finance and inadequate production facilities. 

However, these problems are only partly due to the shortcomings of the 

SMEs themselves and much of the problem can be traced to the weakness 

of the business environment in which they operate. Businesses need con- 

ducive government policies, strong suppliers, good training institutions, 

financing institutions that understand their requirements and business 

associations that can provide important services. 

SMEs also need to cooperate with other businesses to undertake activities 

that will help to overcome the limitations imposed by their size. It is their 

isobtion — their inability to make these links with other firms and with the 

support institutions in their business environment — that prevents SMEs 

from taking advantage of the opportunities that globalisation provides. 

A related problem for many SMEs in developing countries is their 

inability to link with gilobal value chains, ' especially those driven and 

It is their 

isolation 

that prevents 

SMEs from 

taking 

advantage 

of the 

opportunities 

that 

globalisation 

provides. 

' 
Thrtutahour thiv paper the fi Jfotvtnf, rlefinitiwnv will hc opplicJ: 
Value chains nrc JcftneJ nv rhc full r tnae tel nertvirics titsr are reguireJ ro hrtnq;t prot(ttct nr service 
l'rom ctrnceptirut rhrvttt;h the Jil'ierettr phu&v of proJucriort, t'lelivery (o final cttnrtttttcr) unJ Jicpteutl 
ofter nee. (Cttrttinttct\ tttt ttcu f&trgc) 
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governed by large national or international corporations, These value 

chains make up a significant part of world production {currently estimated 

ar. more than 25%), and being unable to participate in these chains effec- 

tively excludes ShiEs in developing countries from a brge share of eco- 

nomic opportunities. Integration into these value chains represents one of 

the most effective ways of promoting the upgrading of developing country 

SMEs since such integration can provide them access to markets, upgraded 

technology, improved management practices and other benefits. ' 

In a somewhat stylised perspective, value chains may be of nvo types, 

buyer-driven and producer-driven. The type of value chain affects the eco- 

nomic benefits that the SMEs, and the country in which they operare, 

may receive, In {mostly trade-based) buyer driven chains, large firms— 

often a large retailer — work with decentralised networks of SMEs as inde- 

pendent suppliers, mostly providing them with tight product. specifications. 

This type ot chain is often found in labour-intensive non-durable con- 

sumer goods industries such as garments, leather or toys. Entry barriers {in 

terms of technologies, capabilities and skills required) are relatively low, 

offering many opportunities for developing country producers capable of 

meeting the buyer's requirements. Conversely, however, the benefits in 

terms of technological learning from engaging in these chains tend to be 

quite limited, The main short-term development effect of participating in 

these chains is likely to be an increase in employment, though the lead 

firm can also help to tackle social and environmental issues such as child 

labour or environmental pollution, and participation in such value chains 

may offer SMEs a way to step-by-step upgrading of their capabilities. 

In {mostly investment-based) producer driven cbtalns, the lead firm, 

typically a large one in a technology-intensive industry, exercises much 

closer control over its suppliers. When these arc not wholly owned, joint 

ventures are a common form of cooperation and even where no equity 

Depen Jina iin rlie fear«re! Of ihe pro Joel anil of it! consumer, vahie clmins can he cunfii(e J I o a single 

nation, or can span a regi(in iir the entire wuilJ. 

Networks are group) i)f firm~ that cooperate un a joint Jcvelupment protect cilniplementing each other anJ 
!pecmlising in urJer ru i)verciime common pniblems, act)ieve collective efficiency anJ penetrate markets 

heyi«IJ Iheir inaiviJual reach. 
Clusters are sectiiral anil giaigmphicol c(mcentral«ins uf enterprise! rhat proiluce anJ sell;i range ut relmeJ 

ur c(1nipieinentary prialucts anJ, thus. Ilare ciimmi)n challenges an(l oppiirtunities These concetuialiiins 

c1n gl vc risc Ii) ear(vnal ('con()nl) ca slich:Is !peck)list'll!Oppll('rs of r I'iv lou('rialls )I!1J co(upi)ni'I'll!, n paul uf 

sector-specific skilh, or specialiseil technical, manrigerial anJ f'inancial services. 

UNln)O, integrating Sl«IF~ in Gilul al Value Chains 'Towards Palanership for 1'fevelupment, Vienna, August 

2001. 
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ties exist, joint value chain management systems are often introduced. 

Only the more advanced transitional economies and developing countries 

are likely to have the human and technical capacities needed by the lead 

firm, and the role of independent local producers will be more limited, 

though the technology and know-how transfer effects can be important. 

The automotive and electronics industries are examples of sectors with 

these types of chains. The main features of both types of value chains are 

summarised in Table I, 

Table 1 l Key features of producer- and buyer-driven value chains 

Characteristics Producer-driven value, Buyer-driven 

; Drivers of 

, global value chains 

I 

, Core competences 

' 
Industrial capital 

Research 8 develop- 
ment; production 

Commercia'I capital 

Design. marketing 

i Barriers to entry 
i 

Economies of scale Economies of scope 

i Economic sectors 

' 
Typical industries 

' Main network links 

Consumer durables; 
, I capital goods 

Automobiles; computers 

Investment-based 

. Consumer non-durables 

, 
Apparel; footwear; toys 

' Trade-based 

Integration of SMEs into global value chains generates both opportuni- 

ties and risks. There is a danger that SMEs may be relegated to the role of 
mere suppliers of parts and components to large corporations thus possibly 

stifling their own innovation dynamics and exposing them to a high 

degree of dependency on the prime manufacturers to whom they supply, 

A careful assessment is therefore required to ensure that value chain inte- 

gration does not run counter to SME developinent strategies focussing on 

the promotion of direct exporring capabilities. Both approaches have 

their merits and need to be reconciled by the prevailing national industri- 

al development strategy. 

Spill;over 

effects are 

strong ulhen 

the SMEs 
that are part 

of the value 

chains form 

part of a 
local cluste~ 

0 t'UPAS . 
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Supply chain management, corporate sociai responsibility (CSR) 

and development: Private benefits and public goods 

~ TNCs may not be 
aware of potential busi- 

ness partners (this con- 
stitutes an infortnar. ion 

challenge that can be 

addressed e. g. by creat- 

ing subcontracting 

exchanges). 

~ The second and third- 

tier small suppliers do 
not receive technical 

support, thus negative- 

ly affecting the per- 

formance of the enrire 

supply chain. 

~ Awareness of standards 

may be lacking and/or 

the technical infra- 

structure for compli- 

ance (e, g, testing labo- 

ratories) may be insuf- 

ficient. 

~ And, in a broader per- 

spective, incentives 

may be biased against 

small businesses and 

their access to capital 

may be restrained, 

Integration into global and national value chains can provide significant 

opportunities for SMEs to upgrade their technology, management skills 

and rttarket access, and to improve their financial condition. The extent 

to which the benefits are disseminated to society at large can vary consid- 

erably depending on the spill over effects that result from the SMEs' par- 

ticipation in the value chain. These spill-over effects are likely to be par- 

ticularly strong when the SMEs that are part of the value chains are 

linked in networks with other firms and institutions or, better still, form 

part of a local cluster of firms. The more dynamic the linkages among the 

members of the networks or clusters, the tnore likely it is that the knowl- 

edge, skills, market access and other benefits the SMEs obtain will be 

shared with others. 

Conversely, SMEs that already engage in effective networking activi- 

ties among themselves or are already members of a dynamic cluster wiII 

often find it easier to gain access to wider value chains, especially if the 

volumes of goods required by the buyers exceed the capacity of individual 

SMEs to supply. Ir. is a clear result of recent research into the determi- 

nanrs of foreign investment that. large corporations, in parricular the lead. 

ing "global players", are attracted to thriving business environments 

where they can rely on effective domestic supporting industries, This has 

indeed become a tnajor factor in the locational competition for foreign 

investment: 

nSMEs support the building up of systemic productive capacities and 

contribute to the creation of resilient economic systems in which smal! 

and large firms are interlinked, Such linkages and resulting clusters of 

large and small enterprises are of increasing importance for the attraction 

of foreign investment. "' 

"Many countries, in particular the poorer and least industrialised ones, 

risk becommg even more marginal to the dynamics of international pro- 

duction because they cannot meet the new requiretnents for attracting 

high quality foreign direct. investment (FDI). Simply opening an economy 

DNIIXl, Der eliiaiag lriduetry. Prtidtictitru Enhttaceinent fair Sixiid i-'tdvitrtee. UHJDO'e Corporate Strategy, 

Vienna 2003. n. l 4. 
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is no longer enough. There is a need to develop attractive configurations 

of locational advantage, "" 

Although the potential benefits to SMEs and to local and regional 

economies are large, and though large corporations, national and transna- 

tional, recognise the value of having good suppliers from developing 

countries, the linkage is often quite difficult to make. Large corporations 

(while to some extent operating limited vendor development programmes 

fur their first-tier suppliers) usually cannot justify bearing alone the 

expense of upgrading entire local productive systems, which however is 

often required to reduce capability gaps. Also, the benefits cannot be 

completely appropriated at the firm level, thus assuming significant ele- 

ments of a public goods character. 

In reality, therefore, the development of business linkages between 

TNCs and SMEs" is impeded by market failures in the supply of informa- 

tion, skills and infrastructure". ' This is largely due to the fact that quite 

abruptly, producers in developing countries are faced with quality and 

productivity requirements that do not yet apply to their domestic mar- 

kets. " Hence, there is a case for an intermediary to intervene and comple- 

ment the market in creating sustainable business linkages. 

Any such linkage support programme initiated by a neutral broker will 

need to adopt a sector-wide approach, strengthen existing service institu- 

tions, work with local partners and arrange for world-class expertise to be 

delivered to supplying SMEs. 

Needless to say that the rationale for larger corporations, especially 

ttansnationals, to support upgtading of developing country SMEs is in 

their own commercial interest of developing a stable local supply base, 

Corporations will participate in upgrading programmcs because it helps 

develop reliable, cost-effective partners and suppliers for their business. 

While compulsory domestic content regulations are gradually being 

removed in line with WTO provisions, TNCs operating in developing 

countries continue to have a commercial interest in local sourcing (on a 

voluntary basis). Incentives are manifold: from ensuring a continued 

The 

development 

o u, siness 

linkages 

bet tL/een 

TNCs and 

SMEs 
Ls Lmpeded 

by market 

failures in the 

supply of 
information, 

skills and 

Lnfrastructure 

UNCTAI), Witrjtj Investment Ikepurr 200l. Promi&tint, Linkaaea, Nev, Y&irk and Genera '100I, pais, 
Sranttin/Pttlarajko, op. cit. p 3. 

9 
Slalit(iii/Polailatko, lip. cir. p. 3. 
See Keeatnts It/tall, S. , Markeiina Manufac(ural Exptirra from I'teveliipiiia Ciaiotnec: l. earning 
Secluet1cea atiil Palilic Siainiirr, in: Helleiner, G. (etl. ), Tattle P(ilicy, Inhtitrialttarton anil Develt)Plllen[, 
Oxftiril 

Ieger. 
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There is a general cansen- 

sus in the SME develop- 

ment literature" that for 

SME support pragrammes 
— -: ta be cost-effective. and 

generate impact. , these 

should: 

~ Adapt a sub-sectoral 

focus, i. e. preferably 

work with clusters of 
SMEs in the same 

industry; 

~ be based on market 

transactions, which 

should be reinforced 

and scaled up; 

~ be a matchmaker 
between demand and 

supply, inter aiia through 

providing specialised 
inf'ormarian about 

SME capabilities 
(" subcontracting 
exchange"), 

licence to operate, to reducing transport costs and optimising just-in. time 

delivery. However, acceptable quality at low cost and coupled with reli- 

able delivery is a must for local suppliers to be accepted. 

ln addition, many corporations have developed long-term strategies af 

corporate social responsibiility that address economic, social and environ- 

mental dimensions. Corporate social responsibility, therefore, becomes a 

strategic issue rather than just a reaction to pressure from the public. " 
Large corporations are not only aware of their impact on the economies 

and societies they are working in, but more and more they are consciously 

participating in local economic development initiatives. 'This trend has 

. given rise to the notion of "responsible clusters": 

"Can carparate responsibihty underpin the develop!nent of competi. 

tive clustersl The idea of 'corporate responsibility clustering' takes the 

model of synergies between competing companies to an altogether differ- 

ent level and inta largely unexplored !. erritory. Ir. may be, for example, 

that companies based in countries with unusually intensive NGQ climate 

become more knowledgeable about civil society and even more dynamic 

in identifying new product and process opportunities associated. with 

social and environmental dimensions of performance. It is very likely that 

co!npanies that have invested in partnerships with NGOs, trade unions 

and public bodies wil! be more competent in identifying and building 

profitable business partnerships. "" 
The UN Global Compact is the internationally most visible example of' 

large corporations' acknowledgement of their carporate responsibility in 

the globalised economy. This leading UN initiative as well as others ema- 

nating from within the private sectar (e, g, International Business Leaders 

Forum, Business Action for Sustainable Development, the Nardic 

Partnership or the Ethical Trading Initia!. ive) are evidence that an 

increasing number of large corporatians are cancemed about the develop- 

!nent of the societies and economies they are working in. 

ll 
Se« for example: M«oJ, LX«iolJ. C. /l. i«JR(ilm, Carl, The Dsnomics of Micr() end Siil(ill Fmerpriscs in 

Det eht!xnt! Cotmtries. in: W&reld Det(eh(pment, V(il. 26 (1998), pp. 61-74. nn J Ah«nhnrn, Tilmnn, 

pnintotint, Attcdlorx I(td(cstries in De(el((pint, C(iunn ies, in: Smell Enterprise Dei«lopmeni, Vol. 8 (1997), 
No. 2, pp. 24. 33. 
Se«Lth) I LsO, Ct(rporate S(x:itd Reslxotsi htiinx ilmlilhmiiins for Sm(ill imd Mediimi Fnterpnses iit Deoehtpi ng 

Co(to(ries, Vienna, Jn!y 2002. 
' 

The Colsenh(then Cense ottd Acc(xtntA)x'lit1« Corp(note Responsihiln) iind the Comlsetiti(«AJ((ttntate iif 

7(lotions, Cop«nhoaen, Jul; 2!M2, pp. 12 on J 21. 
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Table 2 provides a synoptic view of the benefits for various stakehold- 

ers (SMEs thetttsejves, local communities and large corporations) of the 

creation of sustainable business linkages. ts 

! SMEs 
' Local cluster/business 
' 

community 
TNCs and/or large 
national corporations 

Access to cutting edge 
know-how and 

l technology 

Enhanced skills and 
I 

I 
capacity 

improved productivity 

Enhanced local economic 
development 

Increased employment and 
pl'oductl on 

Long-term increase in com- 
petitiveness of the region 

Broader access to 
more competitive 
suppliers 

Reduced costs 

' 
Strengthened supply 
chains 

' Access to new 
. domestic and 
' international markets 

Consequent poverty reduc- 
tion 

Improved productivity 

' More diversified client Added local purchasing 
structure power 

Increased corporate 
responsibility com- 
bined with profitability 

ivlore stable relations Access to more competitive 
to buyer organisations products 

Enhanced reputation 

Risk sharing through 
' joint operations 

Increased participation of pri- 
vate large scale actors in 

local business community 
development 

improved integration in 

new overseas markets 

' 

, 
Table 2 j A triple-win scenario 
Benefits of sustainable business linkages for SME development 

The idea of 
'corporate 

responsibility 

clustering' 

fakes the 

model of 
s i/nergt'es 

between 

competing 

companies to 

an altogether 
different level, 

' 
Snnrces: Smntiin, lauei J en 0 I'iilntnj kn, Tnny, Business Linkuges: Their Value, nnd Diiruir Alijtrruuhcs 
Tinivrds Them, Depiirtmeni fiir Iniern;itiiinnl I)eyetnlnttettt. I iinilnn 200I (mimen); The I'rinee i&l 

Wiles Inrernetiunil Business Le;iders Fi rnm, Pttsiness Linutsvs furr Stsstnnuthle Dmehismeiir, Lnndiui 
2001; Uhtitto, Dttsittess Pttrtnurshilis fiir fndtrsmnl Dineliilnneiu, Vienna 2002. 
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The interface between 

CSR anti SMEs shottIFI 

a) Ensure that CSR 

standards are not 

protectionist or Fliscriminatory 

in intention or impact anti, 

b) jntepate tools to improve 

social and environmental 

impact with tooLs to improve 

guali ty management. 

Experience has shown that multi-stakehalder partnerships — involving 

TNCs, SMEs, development agencies, governments, research and civil 

sociery organisations — provide an excellent platform for promoting sus- 

tainable and responsible business linkages with a strang development 

impact, Such parrnerships, " like the one implemented by UNIDO in the 

Indian automotive component industry, 
'" have generated the following 

conclusions and lessons: 

The pooling and integration af different types of expertise (local 
and international; operational and atnlytical: economic, social and 

environmental) provided by the various partners ensures a holistic 

perspective on. development and constitutes an important asset of a 

partnership approach, as comp~red ta tnare conventional mades of 
delivering technical cooperation. 

TNCs, beyond the narrow confines of their own supply chain, have 
a shared interest in upgrading the capabilities, and improving the 
tiering structure, of an entire industrial sector sa as to improve 
their local saurcing potentials. This in turn can lead to significant 
cost. savings (compared to either importing or in-house production 
of components) and, through providing local employment and 

technological upgrading, has broader development itnpact and can 
provide a welcome recognition as a good corporate citizen. 

SMEs can be motivated to. participate in partnership programmes 

provided the incent:ives in terms of expected benefits are strong 
enough. This makes it essential to kick-start business linkage pro- 

grammes with support services thar generate quick„ tangible and 

measurable impact without trtajar capital requirements, SMEs 
want to see improvements in terms of productivity and quality, 

leading to increased sales and market shares. Furthermore, with 

clear benefits expected, SMEs are willing to pay for the support 
services provided. 

The demonstration of business benefits from a partnership pro- 

gramtne widens the horizon of SME managers and makes them more 

responsive ta a broader agenda addressing also environmental and 

social concerns, This is among the key lessons learnt in UNIDO's 

ls 
Fur no overvtetv itF tliFFeretst types ttF business portt&crshrps see: UNlDO/UN Olnhel Crnnltrtct/UNil?P'. 

Bnsntess permrrsltipsftrr Srnull enter/nrse Dcvekt/rtncttt, Report oFn Workshop lteltl in New York, 35-16 
January 2004. ts. See UNJDO, Pr&nnoring l3ttsiness Linkuges in thc Auennoritv. CrnnPrnten( Secrrn of htrttrt, A Case Stmly sub- 

nsrttett to the Globnl Compact Annual Leerttina Forum, Belo Huritonte, 9-3 1 t?ecemb«r 2003. 
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India programme: a commitment to applying environmentally 
friendly processes, a commitment to waste minimisation, a commit- 
ment to reducing work-related accidents, a commitment to enlight- 
ened human resource development, e. g. through more emphasis on 
training — in essence a comtnitment to itnproving the impact of busi- 

ness on workers and on the environment is a result of instilling a 

longer-tenn perspective and vision and of developing a business case. 

Outlook for a joint learning agenda: Moving TNCs and SMEs 
from business 'linkages towards business responsibility" 

Within the "triple bottotn line" of corporate performance it is perhaps 

surprising that it has been ecottomic perfonnance, in its broadest sense, 

which has been the least-understood element in terms of its implications 

for CSR, It is only recently beginning to be integrated with other CSR 
issues by some large companies. One important element of this includes 

actively supporting SMEs through business linkages and social invest- 

ment, as well as influence on the public policy agenda. This means taking 

a more holistic approach to CSR where linkages at different levels of 
business operations are part of an overall strategy for the support of SMEs. 

This is an emerging CSR issue for TNCs that are beginning to recog- 

nise that forming trading links and developtnent partnerships, which help 

SMEs gain access to markets, finance, training, physical infrastructure and 

business support services, can be one of the key ways they can impact pos- 

itively on poverty. A number of individual company and industry sector 

"business linkages" programmes have been developed in which TNCs 

contribute management expertise and training to boost the skill and stan- 

dards of local companies and commit to stable trading relationships to 

help these businesses grow. 

If CSR is truly going to become a strategic force in contributing to 

international development and elimtnating the negative externalities of 

business, it must help to develop effective and viable approaches to Small 

Business Responsibility. 

It is crucial that". 

~ CSR supports the role 
of SMEs in develop- 
ment and does not 
serve as a tool to 
undermine and disad- 

vantage them. 

~ SMEs are not able to 
undercut universal 

CSR standards and 

become a blind spot in 

which exploitative and 

environmentally 
destructive practises 
flourish. 

&7 
Tlrrs secnon &in&&us on: UNlnt), Crrertrrrnrt& S&r& ial Re&i&or&sit&i(ity. Irrrtrlicarirrr&s jrre Sraull arrd Me&iruru 

jFnretirriscr r'n Oe&ul&rirrrrg Countries, Vienna 2002, clurrrer 7. 
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«Socially responsible business 

in the North should consider 

prioritising their support 

to developing country 

supplier businesses in the 

forin of management support 

and men toring, 

svhich are of greater help 

than codes of practice. "" 

Frameworks 

should be 

deveioped of 
'%mall Business 

ResPonsibility 
" 

to understand and 

Promote tI e Positive 

social impact 

of SMEs. 

The interface between CSR and SMEs has important implications 

both for organisations that are engaged in promoting and developing 

CSR and those engaged in supporting SME development. They should: 

~ Ensure that CSR standards are not protectionist or Jiscriminatory 
in intention or impact, Internationally agree J standards such as 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the Core ILQ 
Conventions — as consolidated in the principles of the UN Global 
Compact — provide a basis for global CSR. %'hat is now needed 
are management processes that are sensitive to the culture, envi- 
ronment and size of SMEs, SMEs. need to be brought into the 
process of developing CSR standards and tools through consulta- 
tion, partnership and piloting at a Iocall level. 

~ Integrate tools'to improve social and environmental impact with 
tools to improve quality management. This is beginning to happen 
at the cutting edge of CSR development in the North with the 
move trom separate consideration of social, environmental and 

economic issues towards sustainability management anJ the 
increasing importance given to the business case. However, social 
and environmental pressure on suppliers tends to be piecemeal anJ 
unrelated to the business case. 

CSR-oriented supply chain management initiatives should include 

support in quality management for SMEs and focus on the business case 

as well as on compliance mechanisms, As the Resource Centre for the 

Social Dimensions for Business Practise recently found in relation to 

their research in Tanzania, "Socially responsible business in the North 

should consider prioritising their support to developing country supplier 

businesses in the form of management support and mentoring, which are 

of greater help than codes of practice, "" 
Equally, initiatives that focus on general business development, 

upgrading and training support for SiVIEs should integrate social and 

environmental management skills both in relation to entering into global 

value chains and serving local lnarkets. 

~ Develop a framework of "Small Business Responsibility" to under- 

stand and promote the positive social impact of SMEs and in par- 

ticular how to value, communicate, reward and improve the "silent 
social responsibility" which already prevails in many SMEs. This 
would integrate global supply chain pressures and linkages with 

ls ~ 

Sll I«i&leman, I. /Se[lsy, S. Un&(ersran&linar rhe t««em business imerfaeei evens«res� /rn&n T&msan'ra, Liinil&in, 

Sneironmenrnl Resiiiirees &9««sue&ac&sr/Res««ree Cenrre For Soe«illy Resreinsible giainess L&&ngon 200 l. 
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business case benefits and local accountability and the importance 
of SMEs in development. It would recognise that the structures, 
processes and initiatives which have proved effective (or at least 

popular) for TNCs may not work for SMEs, even in a scaled down 
form, since they face different issues and environments, and — cru- 
cially — wield different levels of influence, Given the different 
environment of SMEs, effective and viable CSR approaches will 

look and work differently from the CSR approaches that work for 
TNCs, The key therefore is to understand the inter-relationship 
between the two. One way in which a framework can be developed 
is to carry out etnpirical research into what SMEs are doing already 
in terms of responsible business practice. How are they engaging 
with stakeholders, contributing to local communities, environtnen- 
tal efficiency measures, etc. 

~ Strengthen the drivers for small business responsibility. CSR is 

already a "must do" for TNCs but for tnany SMEs there simply is 

not yet a pressing business case to devote resources to CSR in this 
way. Clearly, social and environmental improvements can have 
financial benefits, However, this should go hand in hand with 
technical and management upgrading and be clearly linked to qual- 

ity, productivity and consumer detnand, In some cases it may be 
necessary for TNCs to provide incentives and support, or change 
the nature of their buying relationship such as cost structures and 
turnaround times, in order to make compliance with their stringent 
codes of conduct economically viable for their suppliers. 

~ Promote enterprise development as a key CSR issue for TNCs. 
Enterprise developtnent is a key area in which companies can con- 
tribute to "value creation" as opposed to "harm minimisation" and 
compliance approaches to CSR, This goes beyond philanthropy 
into strategic alignment, community involvement, stakeholder dia- 

logue, partnerships, investment, institution building and public 

policy advocacy. While this has been picked up by a number of 
companies, it remains a low profile area of CSR where there has 
been relatively little development of initiatives, guidelines, 
research and standards compared to other areas of CSR. One rea- 
son for this may be the difficulty of distinguishing between what is 
"CSR" and what is a "profit-driven" initiative in this area and the 

commercially confidential information involved. However, as all 
aspects of CSR move away from philanthropy and closer to core 
business, this is likely to be a common issue to be overcome. 
Strategies for supporting enterprise development within a supply 
chain management framework can learn from existing fot. ms of sup- 

port for SMEs such as cluster and network development. 

Drivers 

should be 

strengthened 

ox sma 

business 

responsibility 

Enterprise 

development 

should be 

promoted 

as a key 

CSR issue 

for TNCs 
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MARCELO LINGVITTE& INSTITUTO ETHOS 

Small. and 

mlCT0 

enterPrises 

('SMEs) 
show the 

most 

potential for 
creation of 
new jobs 

Current scenario 

BRAZIL FACES THE URGENT CHALLENGE of resuming growth while at the 

same time solving the problem of inequality and social exclusion. A key 

factor in the solution to this challenge is to strengthen small and micro 

enterprises (SlvIEs), the seginent of the Brazilian economy that shows the 

most potential for creation of new jobs. Strengthening SMEs, in turn, 

depends on efforts of large-sized companies because they are often the 

most important business partners of SMEs. 

A sustainable relationship between large-sized companies and SMEs requires 

the establishment of effective partnerships based on reliance and sustainability 

and allowing all stakehoklers to grow and benefit from it, Modem economics 

has dectsively influenced the relationships between small and large companies. 

Increasingly, supportive supply chains are creating favourable conditions for a 

sustainable relationship between large-sized companies and SMEs. 
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Fotrr million SMEs located in Large and small companies in the current economy 

city areas account for 

al&lrroximately 20'/o of the 

Brazilian Gross National 

P;oduct. An additional four 

million SMEs in farming 

areas absorb nearly HQ'/o 

of the rural. tuorkforce. 

Together, SMEs re&esent 

9B'/o of forrnal businesses and 

45'/o of forrnal jobs 

in the country. 

Based on estimates by the 

Brazilian Sert&ice for Support 

to Small Companies 

(Sebrae), there are 

aPlrroximately nine and a half 

million SMEs and l2 million 

informal em'&k&yees 

in the country, 

The Federal Constitution of Brazil provides that "small-sized companies 

organised under Brazilian laws, whose registered office and management 

are located in the country, shall have favoured treatment" (article 170 

(IX) ). However, laws passed in the 1990s were too diffident in creating 

more favourable conditions for SMEs. 

A major obstacle for SMEs is the chronic financial hurdle causeJ by 

the lack of working capital, credit lines and loans. Larger companies can 

help to reduce such hurdles by offering reduceJ payment terms to small 

suppliers-and-favourable conditions-to small-customers, -Banks can-also 

contribute by facilitating SMEs' access to credit lines and loans, 

In addition, public policies can help SMEs by protecting them against 

predatory competition and granting them subsidies for research and Jevel- 

opmenr; occupational management, health and safety; government pro- 

curement; foreign trade and worker training. Public policies can also grant 

SMEs special access to investments, such as "supportive credit" policies, 

. provideJ by creJit cooperatives and micro-credit institutions. SME own- 

ers also have a role to play and should be encourage J to take an active 

stance by lobbying for these policies. 

Current standing of relationships 

During an interview con ducted by Instituto Ethos with a number of com- 

panies, it was found that much still needed to be done to improve the 

relationship between large-sized companies and SMEs. For example„we 
found that orily 22o/o of large companies interviewed had relationship- 

oriented policies for their SME suppliers and customers. 

Nonetheless, large companies value their small partners, They allow 

SMEs to focus on their core businesses, compliment the quality of their 

produces and services, provide flexibility and contribute know-how in 

their areas of specialty. Large companies also claim that they need to 

change their current rules and regulations in order to create favourable 

conditions for small businesses to grow. From their perspective it is of 

utmost importance that the federal government promotes changes in 
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regulations to lift some of the adtninistrative, financial and labour costs 

incurred by SMEs. 

On the other hand, SMEs interviewed described their large partners as 

too demanding and disloyal and explained that they were subject to the 

"survival of the fittest". They added that large companies required too 

much from SMEs, including requirements large companies did nor meet 

themselves. Finally, SMEs complained that constant cost cutting made it 

difficult to remain in business. 

What could be done 
Social responsibility indicators and the relationship between 

large and small companies 

2Zo/o of large 

comPanies inten iettted 

hnd relationship- 

oriented policies for 

their SME suPPliers 

and ctlstomers. 

In order to improve relationships, ilarge and small companies are invited 

to use Ethos Indicators of Corporate Social Responsibility'" as a benchmark. 

Establishing clear ethical principles and value transparency is a critical 

element in the creation of a productive relationship between companies 

of different sizes. Managers, especially in large organisations, must commit 

to this goal and develop uninterrupted communication with suppliers and 

customers in order to educate them on the company's strategic plan and 

to provide them with clear information on what commitment is expected 

from them, Meeting such requirements is a guarantee of mutual reliance 

and it is critical to the management of both businesses, 

Large companies can take several actions to strengthen their SME 

partners, including training and education. For example, large companies 

can refer their partners to institutions that offer support and develop- 

ment-oriented programmes. This will help SMEs to grow and qualify as 

socially responsible together with large companies. 

lt. is, however, necessary for brge companies to factor in individual 

conditions faced by small suppliers and from the setting of selection and 

evaluation criteria onwards to keep individualised relationships with small 

partners. Assisting with and supporting adjustments of partners, giving 

time to adjust to new requirements and paying fair remuneration for 

SMEs 
interttiettied 

described 

their large 

partners 

as too 

demanding 

and disloyal 

The ln;ltnlel stt"nests s fete exstllf'tes tlf ster. hy-sfeit pndt, 'fstltltte Jesit;Ils tlslt wlltle stlch relttttnltslces:ltEJ 
ts svsitshte st tetete. ethi&i. nrg. br. 
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rge compames need 

to ensure that their 

outsourced labour 

suppliers afford 

those ~orkers 

conditions equivalent 

to those enjoyed by 

permanent employees, 

services or products are of the essence in pratecting the good health ot 

small suppliers, Likewise, large companies need to ensure that their out- 

sourced labour suppliers aftard those workers conditions equivalent to 

those enjoyed by permanent emplayees, Developing in-house diversity 

programmes in large companies may also set an example to follow and 

influence small partners' culture, 

Most often small businesses represent a majority of large companies' 

customers, It is therefore in large companies' best interest to develop and 

implement supply conditions that are fair and supportive of small cus- 

tomers' sustainability. SME custatners, in turn, need easier access to large 

companies through efficient. communication channels. — This-cammunica- 

tion should create a culture of responsibility and transparency in the rela- 

tionship between large and small campanies. 

Tharough joint planning by large companies and small suppliers can 

lead to even mare efficient prevention of environmental damage, encour- 

age safe disposal ot waste and recycling; materials teuse and rationalisa- 

tion of input use thraughout the producrion chain. Cotnpanies can diver- 

sify their environmental efforts by supporting small businesses in their 

communities that promote social inclusion and contribute to environ- 

mental protection. 

When settling in an area, large companies impact the environment 

and the entire trade network. It is therefore important that they conduct 

prior studies on how to mitigate adverse impacts and allow planning of 
future efforts in support ot existing small businesses. Companies may, for 

instance, carry out research with a view to identifying commercial needs 

in the community and finding the profile af new businesses to be support- 

ed in the future. Alternatively, large cotnpanies can partner with small 

local companies to get involved with communal life and to implement 

social and other projects in support of public policies, including encour. 

agement of volunteer work. 

Internally, large companies must ensure that employees in charge of 
relationships with small suppliers and. customers participate in the draft- 

ing of policies intended to improve that relat. ionship. Also, should the 

need arise to downsize the work. force, large companies should offer pro- 

grammes to encourage enrrepreneurship. 
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What has been done 

instittrto Ethos has published a manual entitled Corno Fortalecer a 

Responsabilidarle Social Was Relar;oes Entre Grandes e Peqttenas Empresas 

(Strengthening Social Responsibility in the relationship betttreen Large and Small 

Companies). 

This manual is based on a study conducted by instittrto Ethos, in a part- 

nership with Sebrae (the Brazilian Service for Support to Small 

Companies), on the different roles of small and large companies in the 

current. economy. The manual shows how Ethos indicators of corporate 

social responsibility can be used to guide the relationship between compa- 

nies of different sizes, including certification requirements. The manual 

provides examples of successful efforts implemented by large and small 

companies that could be used as reference or a source of inspiration for 

socially responsible corporate practices. 

The manual also informs on several tools used to strengthen socially 

responsible relationships, such as the SA8000 and AA1000 certifications 

and fair trade. It lists 14 actions that have improved relations between 

large and small companies. 

The diversity of efforts shows a wide range of options available to com- 

panies wiHing to act in a socially responsible manner with their partners in 

production and supply chains. Some of these efforts include supplier devel- 

opment, support to new businesses, micro-credit, incentive to supportive 

trade, integration and exchange of information between large and small 

coinpanies, associations of small supp! iers to reduce operating costs and 

offer better prices, not to mention projects for digital inclusion, eradication 

of child labour and fund raising by non-governmental organisations. 

For more information please check the Instittrto Ethos Website 

ttrttrur. ethos. org. br or contact Marcelo Linguitte directly at 

mlingaitteeethos. org. br. 

When settling 

in an area, 

large companies impact 

the environment and 

the entire trade 

nettttork. 

l t is therefore 

important that 

they conduct prior 

studies on hour to 

mitigate adverse 

impacts and allot' 

planning of future 

efforts in sufi&ort 

of existing small 

businesses. 
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"%'e challenged the governittg 

paradigm in the Chilean 

public sector of ISO 14001 

being only appropriate for 

large companies. 
" 

And res C;tm;ufo 

Environmenta1 Affairs 

Manager 
Escondida 

SMEs are an important 

economic and social actor in 

Chile: according to. their 

annual sales, 82 "/o of all 

industrial fact liti Ls are micro 

companies, 17% are MEs 

and only one percent are 

large companies. The 

preoaa~nt precarious fi nancial 

situation — limited access to 

credit — together tvith the lack 

of inforrnauon, know-hour 

and technology has conspired 

against the implementation of 

. standardi sation pl ocedures in 

thi. s sector (' Leal, 2003), 

Abstract 

THIB CASE DESCRIBES the certification process in ISO 14001 of five small 

and medium-sized suppliers to Escondida mining company. It is an inter- 

esting private-public collaboration experience, In terms of the company, 

the case represents an application of the three environmental GC princi-- 

ples, with particular relevancy to the 8th principle (" undertake initiatives 

to ptomote greater environmental responsibility" ). 
Main stakeholders are: 

~ F~condida mining company staff in charge of the certification ini- 

tiative; 

~ small and medium-sized suppliers that went through the certifica- 
tion process; 

~ the Chilean development agency, CORFO; 
~ the company which carried out the certification process: DSV. 

The context 

It is a widely held belief ISO 14001 would be appropriate exclusively to 

large companies, As a paper produced by ISO states, based on the results 

of several international workshops analysing the problems that SMEs 

have with ISO 14001, the standard is difficult to understand, adopt and 

use. Three categories of problems were identified: company-internal 

obstacles to implementation, company-external obstacles and the stan- 

dard's lack of user-friendliness (Jensen, 1999). 
The study quoted considered that companies with fewer than 200 

employees are considered SME. ISO defines SME as companies with 

fewer than 500 etnployees. In Chile, on the other hand, SMEs are compa- 

nies with annual sales between 65-thousend and 2. 7 million US dollars. 

This latter definition tends to be tnuch more restrictive and sets a very 

clear economic and social profile for SMEs. In this sense, for example, 

most of SkiEs are — or originally were — family enterprises. 

This case study constitutes evidence in favour of the feasibility of 
SMEs' environmental certification. It describes an interesting experience 

of joint collaboration between public and private actors for ISO 14001 

certification of five small suppliers of the Escondida mining company in 

the Antofagasta region in Chile, 
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A number of context elements have played an important role. The fol- 

lowing two are among the most relevant. 

Chile's trade liberalisation process 

Chile has championed trade liberalisation in the region (and world- 

wide), Since the early days of the dictatorship (1973-1989), Chile 
started deep reforms to open its economy, The foreign investment 
decree of 1974 and the mining code of 1983 are examples. Chile sus- 

tatns a rapid liberalisation pace, having subscribed to trade agree- 
ments with countries in all continents, Environmental certification, 
in this sense, is gaining increasing importance, As posed by the 
regional director of the Chilean economic development agency 
CORFO: Certification [both quality and environmental] is crucial in 
the context of trade agreements subscribed by Chile. Certification ini- 
tiatives started about four years ago (with main focus in the 
Antofagasta region). They are a result of the presidential mandate 
that sets a goal of 1, 000 certified enterprises by the end of President 
Lagos' administration, CORFO will contribute to this goal by sup- 

porting 600 enterprises, [Cristian Figueroa, Director, Regional devel- 
opment agency, October 2003, ] 

The peculiarities of the Chilean mining sector 

A great percentage of national copper production — equivalent to 
35o/o of world copper production — comes from the Antofagasta region 
(125, 000 square kilometres). Copper makes up about 40/o of Chilean 
exports and seven percent of its GDP, There are official, long-term, 
public-private initiatives to consolidate a mining cluster in the region, 
The cluster involves diverse sectors, particularly services, which sup- 

port mtning production and involve SMEs. The idea of the cluster 
has been discussed widely, even with the support and thrust of inter- 
national organisations such as the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (CEPAL), and it is 

now quite rooted in regional public and private institutions. One of 
the main challenges — as acknowledged by CORFO's regional director 
— is to devise stronger chains between brge companies and suppliers 
in order to keep more wealth in the region. " 

The 

presidential 

mandate sets 

a goal of 
1, 000 
certified 

enterprises 

by the end of 
Pre side. nt 

Lagos' 
administration 

CoPPer makes up 

about 40% of Chilean 

exports and seven 

percent of its GDP, 

20 
Only eight percent uf rhe annurtl regina;ri iacuate h kept in the region (pere&eral cummuttrcarian, 
Onatian Ftgtterr~a, OORFO, Ocroher, 2%3). 
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Escondida vras )Ile first 

mining company Ln 

Chile ro imPlement 

ISO JQC)01 in one of 

tb ope'Mi(ons. 

It ts aIso among &he 

The company 

Table 1 l Escondida mining company 

Industry 

Major products 

Minerals and metals 

Copper concentrates and capper cathades. Installed pro- 
duction capacity is 1, 250, 000 tonnes of copper per 

„artnurn, as concentrate and cathades. 

Escondida mining company is at present the mine with the world's high- 
est capper production. It joined the Global Compact in September 2003. 
Main characteristics of the company are included in Table l. 

fert(j mi~ing companies 

&ha& pay 1'axes in Chiie. 
Location 

Owners 

Mine discovery: 1981, Mine facilities construction; 1988- 
1990. Total investment to December 2002: USS 3, 8 billion. 

170 kms southeast of Antofagasta. 

BHP Escondida inc (57. 5/a), Rio Tinto Escondida Limited 
(30'yo), Japan Escandida Corporation (10'/0), Internatianal 
Finance Carporatian (2. 5'). 

Personnel 2, 345 (direct); 1, 847 (contractors). 

Sales and revenues US/1 43, 6 million (December 2002); US t 192 million 
' (December 2001). 2002 was an anomalous year because 

of a particularly law international copper price. 

Major competitors Codelca Chile, farmerly the world's biggest copper mining 

company, state-owned. 

Market share 20'/o of Chile's total copper production in 2002. 

Company website 
Source: hbnera Escandide, 2002 

Key company decision makers featured in this case are: 

~ Escandida's environmental consultant ta the concentrates facility, 
Marcelo Stocker. He was the person with the most direct contact 
with SME suppliers, His experience was crucial in order to antici- 
pate the benefits of this initiative. 

~ Environmental affairs manager, Andres Camana. He worked closely 

with the environmental consultant and was the bridge to the higher 

management in order to get the support and resources for this initiative. 
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~ CEO, Bruce Turner, who consistently and right from the beginning 
supported this initiative, 

Escondida's corporate reputation in Chile is highly respected. In a sec- 

tor with a controversial environmental and social record — mining — the 

company has led innovative ways of dealing with environmental and 

social issues. The company has also had a significant positive effect in the 

development of the city of Antofagasta. 

Escondida was the first mining company in Chile to implement ISO 

14001 in one of its operations. It was also the first to create an independent 

foundation to channel the bulk of its social contributions. " Up to 

December 2003 it was the only mining company in Chile signed up to the 

Global Compact, It is also among the few mining companies that pay taxes 

in Chile, totalling more than US$1. 6 billion in the period 1990-2002, 

There is a general positive perception of the human characteristics of 
the company. As one of the managers of one SME supplier put it: 

Escondida is a company of people [Andres Jensen, SME Jensen Ingenieria, 

General manager, October 2003] 

CORFO — Chilean Development Agency 

The Chilean Economic Development Agency (CORFO) was founded in 

1939 to promote productive 1ctivities in Chile, It supports economic 
development by encouraging competitiveness and investment, contribut- 
ing to the generation of more and better jobs and equal opportunity for 
productive modemisation, 

CORFO makes various financial instruments available to the business 

community, including long-term credits and co-financing. Co-financing 

partially covers the cost of business modernisation efforts, They require 

compantes to make a growing contribution over time to ensure that the 

initiatives supported are of real use to the beneficiaries. 

CORFO was a crucial actor in this certification experience. It was 

thanks to one of CORFO's programtnes (PROFO, developtnent projects) 

that SMEs could get governmental financial support to etrtbark on the 

certification initiative. 

The SlvIEs 

The main characteristics of', 

the five enterprises that 

take part in the certifica- 

tion project are: 

~ Annual sales range 
from US$200, 000 to 
US$ three million. 

~ Number of employees 
range from 10 to 58. 

~ With one exception 
(WEIR-VULCO), they 
are owned by Chilean 
capital. 

~ Two are dedicated to 
electric projects and 

maintenance; one car 
rental, one industrial 

equipment manufactur- 

er and one industrial 

environmental and 

cleaning services and 

equipment, 

~ With one exception 
(AMFFAL), they have 

all been suppliers to 
Escond ida. 

Despite the evident differ- 

ences in the SlVIEs, they 
proved to have a number 

of similar concerns and 

aspirations, particularly in 

environmental terms. 

21 Since ita creat i&»t in 1996, FacrtnJi Ja'a fututJatittn haa proeiJeJ mtrre (han US$20 million to cr»»mu- 
nity pnrtecra in eJucanun. Irealth, artcrat tleedrtpmenr, inrlixenona Jeeehtpm«nt, lucal Jeedopment 
anti youth (retort:. ftae. ct) 
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Having close 

to 2, 000 
supplier and 

contractor 
enterprlses =— 

mainly SMEs 
— ~t soon 

became 

evident that 

much mould 

be gained if 
suppliers had 

sy s temati c 
mays to 

manage their 

risks. 

The consultants 

Three groups of different consultants were involved in this project: 
~ Consultants hired within the PROFO progratnme (regional con- 

sulting firm SGL). 
~ Permanent external consultants to Escondida, which shared with 

the SWED during the PROFO (national firm MAC Consultores). - --- — - -- 
e Chilean office of international certifying firm, DNV (Det Norske 

Veritas), who granted the ISO 14001 certificate. 

The events 

Rather than handing out fish, our raitn tuas ro teach our SME suppliers how to fish. 

[Andres Camano, Escondida's environmental affairs manager, October 2003]. 

The internal conviction that in order to be successful the company had to 
impletnent the most stringent environmental and social international 

standards moved Escondida, back in 1999, to start certifying its facilities 

under ISO 14001, 

Having close to 2, 000 supplier and cantractor enterprises — main! y 

SMEs — it soon became evident that much would be gained if suppliers 

had sysrematic ways ta tnanage their risks. And the benefits would also 

accrue to the SlvIFa; ir. would be a win-win situation. 

The certification process was possible thanks to a specific governmen- 

tal support programme, called PROFO — associated development pro. 

grammes — which partially funded the expenses. CORFO disburses the 

funds, which are administrated by a CORFO-authorised region~1 operator. 

The maximum available funds are approximately US$68, 000. Operators 

can be public or private (or public-private) organisations. In the 

Antofagasta region there are two authorised operators: SERCOTFC (pub- 

lic, www. sercotec. cl) and CDP (private, ttruitu, cdp, cl). 

PROFOs have a preliminary phase called PREPROFO. Its objective is 

basically to provide an opportunity as well as time and resources so that 

enterprises that are part of the PROFO get to know each other and can 

pursue a preliminary environtnental diagnosis. 

Escondida learnt. about this opportunity for governmental support and 

in August 2000 invited a sample of 100 of its suppliers to join such an ini- 

tiative, Seven enterprises accepted signed on. " They started the first 

These were tMFCO, COMIN, AMFC 0, Jan~ca!nt enierta, SA'l. FA, Galleguillusq ArJites and WFltt- 
VULCO. 
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phase in December 2000 and finished in February 2001. The programme 

was managed by SERCOTEC. CORFO funded 80 /o of the project budget 

and the rest was contributed by the SMEs IIapproximately US$14, 000). 
It was difficult to get' the process going and to have the enterprises 

agreeing with the importance of such an initiative. 

During 2001 the process did not make much progress. SERCOTEC 

presented proposals to CORFO for the second phase lthe PROFO), but 

these were consistently rejected. One of the reasons was that SER- 

COTEC had been specialising in other issues (particularly micro enter- 

prises). CORFO eventually did not want to keep working with SER- 

COTEC in this specific task and wanted to try other options. 

Additionally, there was confusion and indecision regarding the extent 

to which non-SMEs, larger enterprises, " could be part of the PROFO. 

Two facts contributed to this situation: 

~ CORFO allows 30o/o of the enterprises part of a PROFO to be non- 
SlvfEs — this limit, was exceeded in the second phase; 

~ During the final phase of certification, the national CORFO office 
had not defined the criterion for non-SMEs f'undilng of ISO 14001 
certification. 

ln the meanwhile — and possibly due to the delay and lack of definition 

— three enterprises quit the initiative, leaving four in it. To continue with 

the PROFO, CORFO required that a minimum of six enterprises be 

involved. In August 2001 two other SMEs were added to the initiative. " 
Between August 2001 and January 2002 the SMEs were compiling and 

completing the required information to comply with CORFO's proceedings. 

During 2001 Escondida was in the process of getting the ISO 14001 certifi- 

cate for two of its facilities: the oxides plant and the mine site. Escondida's 

staif was therefore limited in their availability to assist the SMEs, 

In January 2002 the PROFO started. CORFO funded 70"ro (approxi- 

mately $42, 000) of the total costs and the SMEs contributed the rest. 

Escondida was actively involved in this phase of the project, making its 

environmental consultants available to the SMEs, offering periodic training 

workshops and keeping close and periodic contact with the SMEs involved. 

During 200 J 

Escondida ~as in the 

process of getting the 

ISO ) 4003 certificate 

for ttvo of its facilities: 

Esconchda's staff u as 

therefore limited in 

their availability to 

assist the SMEs, 

WEIR-VULCO anJ SALFA fall ttur trf OORFO'1 clnstiftcntitnt fttr Sh4E4. 
14 

Theee teere BFOFITEL anJ AftIFFAI . BFCHTEL ctttttpleteJ the FROFO hut Jitl nrht I'et ro tire enJ 
uf the prt)cets the ISO l40i? I ct rtific;trtr1n. 
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nAs long as our 

suppliers and 

corttractors manage 

their risks, 

ail. of us benefit. 
" 

AniIres Carnano 

Environmental Affairs 

Manager 
Escond ida 

1f we ca» a'voirI Itazzrting the 

enttiro»ment ure oug)tt to tlo it. " 

Andzes! ense» 
Ceneral Manager 

! ensen Ingenieria 

rWe tty2»t to be Laaing 

actors more than 

simple spectators in 

e»trironmentai issttes. 
" 

Patricio Mora 

General Manager 
SAI. FA 

Escondida cansidered that the certification process had already taken 

longer than necessary, so it offered the SMEs to camplete the PROFO in 

time ta get the certificate before the end of the year. To motivate SMEs to 

meet with this target, Fscondida offered to pay for the expenses nat cov- 

ered by CORFO for the final phase: the certification itself, 

The PROFO was completed in October 2002 and the certification — the. - 

third and final phase — occurred in November of the same year. For this 

phase CORFQ covered 60% ot the actual certification costs of the three 

smallest enterprises" and Escondida funded the rest, . The biggest SMEs" 

received all the required tunding directly from Escondida, as the company 

had promised. 

Escondida estimates a total expenditure, from the start of the PROFO 

initiative until the enterprises gained the certificate, of $14, 000 (Andres 

Camano, Escondida's environmental affairs manager, personal communica- 

tion, October 2003). This estimation only includes extra money disbursed 

by the company and does nat include several in-kind contributions such as 

staff time, training time, room and equipment rent, etc, 

Esoondida's drivers and motivations 

A number of previous events and initiatives within and outside the com- 

pany had shaped the events rhat culminated in this initiative, The follow- 

ing are worth mentioning: 

~ The implementation at the corporate level — within BHP Billiton- 
af the HSEC (health, safety, environment and comrrtunity) policy 
tor environmental and social management, " The HSEC cnteria will 

be adopted inside the company and also outside, as a benchmark in 

the selection of suppliers and cantractozs. It is expected to be fully 

implemented by the end ot 2003. 
~ 2002 work accident at mine site (one fatality). 

~ Escondida's programme "zero harm". It is a one-year programme 

coordinated by Escondida's vice-presidency aimed at minimising all 

risks and moving towards zera harm in all operations. 

+ Mining cluster initiative. As already explained, it is a private-public 

initiative in the Anrofagasta region. The main goal is to generate a 

chain of activiries (provision oif goods and services) for the mining 

These are Jensen insenieria, Ga(teetrtllos y Artli les;rnt1 AMR'Ah. 

"WF!R-VULCQ anil SULFA. 
i: t The 11SEC is esssirtriailz a rrenttanenr ivrrxrarrtme ro manaxe riiks in the rtrtrerenr enrerrrrtses. 
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sector. It is expected that the cluster will foster local and national 
SMEs, The initiative is strongly supported by the regional govern- 
ment, as well as by the main mining companies. 

~ Escondida's policy statement, which declares the company's aspira- 
tions, requirements for growing and making progress, values and 
criteria to achieve success. 

While Escondida employs more than 2, 000 people, the team that 

directly pushed this project forward was extremely limited. No more than 

three staff members — environmental consultant, environmental affairs 

manager and the CEO — were responsible fot this initiative. They actually 

admitted that, although they did not find resistance in other company 

departments or among the staff, most were sceptical of the utility and fea- 

sibility of such efforts. The sceptics changed their attitude once the proj- 

ect was finished. 

SME's drivers and motivations 

The group of SMEs involved in this case share an atypical feature: the 
majority of the general managers have a personal concern for the envi- 
ronment. Andres Jensen (Jensen Ingenieria) recalls his childhood and the 
way his Danish father used to instil respect for the environment in his 

children. Gabriel Galleguillos (Galleguillos y Ardiles) has great memories 
of a primary school teacher who taught him the importance of nature. 
Patricio Mora (SALFA), having no more than 15 years in Antofagasta, 
feels already part of this region and wishes ro bc able to contribute to a 

better environment for his children and descendants. 

Other drivers the SMEs identified: 

~ Escondida's invitation and support to embark on this initiative. 

~ The possibility to be at the forefront and capitalise a competitive 
advantage. 

~ The context of trade liberalisation and the opportunities that envi- 
ronmental certification could bring. Some interviewees give more 
importance to environmental certification than to quality certifica- 
tion. Quality — they argue — has to be already internalised in order 
to be reasonably competitive, 

In general, SMEs shared the same views, concerns and approaches to 

this project. Illustrative of this is that they name building deep and solid 

relationships to each other as a valuable by-producr. 

Escondida's polic'y state- 

ment contains a number of 

elements aligned with this 

initiative: 

~ "Our purpose is to 
create value for our 

shareholders, commu. 
uities, clients. . . " 

~ "Our growth and 

progress requires that 
we gain trust from our 

employees, clients, sup 
pliers, communtttes. . . " 

~ "%'e look after mutual- 

benefit relation- 
shi s. . . " 

P 
~ "We are successful 

when our clients and 

suppliers are benefited 

by our business rela- 

tionships. " 
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"The certificate has a valtte 

in itself btrt I have realised 

that there are intangibles that 

enterprises have valttecl; 

the experience has confirtnecl 

that it is possible to have a 

frierklly relationship AND an 

efficient contractor-. sttp pli er 

(Escondida-SM Es) 

retationshil&. 
" 

Andres Oamatio 

Environmental Aff tire Manager 

Escondida 

"l ISO I 4001 certification] 

has aHotved us to 

organise internally. 
" 

Oscar Pino 
General Manager 

AMFPAL 

The I50 l 4001 certificate 

tvill be the top score a 

contractor can achieve 

in regard to 

environmental criteria. 

Results and impacts 

Even though it is a recent process, all the SMEs involved already identify 

concrete positive impacts as a result of ISO 14001 implementation. 

WEIR-VULCO has quantified some impacts: annual cost savings of 

$36, 000 in water, energy attd fuel, and fewer accidents. SALFA estimates 

savings of up to 15 /o in energy and water consumption. 

Other outcomes reporred by the SMEs include: 

~ Efficient use of raw materials, 

~ good practices f'o r training ol employees, 

~ fewer purchases in hardware stores, 

~ less social security expenses (because of fewer accidents), 

+ better internal organisation and service to clients. 

A number of other less quantifiable but relevant impacts must be high- 

ltghted. The following quote is an illustration of this: 

This»nterprise has changed after certificadon; ue are not th» same any- 

more. People are relating in a di fferent u ay. (Patricio Mora, 
SALFA's general manager, October 2003J, 

Other non-quantifiable positive impacts include: 

~ Better rehtionship with employees, 

~ good practices have also reached Lhe employees' families, 

~ other big mining companies have acknowledged the certificate in 

their contracting decisions, 

~ better relationships with other SMEs, 

~ a confirmation (to Escondida) of the benefits of partnering with 

contractors and suppliers, 

~ high management is now convinced about the importance of good 
environmental practices (SALFA), 

~ implementation of other, related good practices such as housekeep- 

ing and lean thinking (WEIR-VULCO), 
~ in the case of WEIR-VULVA O, the international parent company 

(WEIR Minerals) has now requested that aII subsidiaries imple- 

rnent ISO 14001, 

SMEs are also appreciative of the opportunity that the process has brought 

about for building constructive and friendly relationships among them: 

Ctrrrendy we are good friends w'ith each other SM Es. lAndrcs 

Jensen, Jensen lngenieria's general manager, October 2003J, 
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When the SMEs were asked about the impacts of this experience, they 

spontaneously highlighted positive effects, 

When queried about negative impacts, one issue emerged, There is a 

generally shared concern as to the contracting benefits with Escondida 

that certification should entail to SMEs. By the beginning of the certifi- 

cation project, Escondida had declared that the long-term aim was to 

have SMEs becoming strategic partners to the coinpany. This status 

would entail a number of privileges, such as longer contracts. The preva- 

lent perception is that the ISO 14001 certificate has not, so far, meant 

further privileges or rewards to the SMEs, in comparison to those SMEs 

without a certificate, SMEs feel somehow disappointed in that — they 

argue — Escondida has not so far considered the certificate in contracting 

decisions, continuing to make cost the only or most important criterion. 

Escondida, on the other hand, argues that this is a transition period. 

The company is in the process of systeinatising the contracting proce- 

dures. Within the HSEC policy, by the end of 2003 there will be a revised 

contracting process, which will include 15 criteria (covering health, safe- 

ty, environment and community issues) for assessing contractors' bids, 

The ISO 14001 certificate will be the top score a contractor can achieve 

in regard to environmental criteria. This new contracting process will 

determine the status of strategic partners, 

Escondida further argues that, having more than 2, 000 employees and 

close to 2, 000 contractors, it is a big challenge and takes time to change 

internal procedures. The company is, however, convinced about the ben- 

efits of this initiative and is fully committed to it, At present — almost 

one year after the certification — Escondida is assisting the five companies 

in their quest to have certification extended for three more years, irre- 

spective of whether the SMEs keep contracts with Escondida, 

Finally, there is a further, very significant outcome of this certification 

project. At present, Escondida, CORFO and 42 SME suppliers'" are 

embarked on a Supplier Development Programme (PDP by its Spanish 

acronym), another CORFO instrument. It is a one-year programme 

aimed at the implementation of Escondida's internal HSEC policy. 

CORFO contributes with a maximum of $2, 700 per enterprise, and a 

total maximum of $82, 000. 

"We seek to be valued 

by the communi ties 

a@here ~e are uncorking, 
" 

Large compames are in the 

process of rationalising 

contractors and suppliers, 

They have experienced that it 

is hardly manageable to have 

numerous suppliers, 

Escondida's CEO puts 

it clearly: "When 

business is done 

responsibly everybody 

has something to gain, 
" 

aa The five original enrerrriaes are oleo earrierraring: nnr all rhe enrerprivev, rre Sivfl's. 
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Strengths and weaknesses 

The analysis of strengths and weaknesses below might help to shed light 

on how this kind of process could be implemented and reviseJ in different 

contexts. 

Strengths 

~ SMEs mutual support 
' 

and efticient teant 

work to complete the 
proiect. 

~ SMEs' top manage- 

ment commitment to 
this initiative (personal 
passion for the envi- 

ronmeht I, 

~ 

Governmental 

support 

through CORFO, 

~ Professional qualifica- 

tions of the consult- 
ants. 

~ Escondida's support 
and the fact that the 

company had already 

implemented ISO 
14001. 

Final remarks 

It is essential to keep our 'social license' to operate, especially in the context of inter- 

national t ade. (For example, 1 in China they will know tvhat sve are doing ln Chile. 

[Bruce Turner, Escondida's CEO. J 

Four issues are considered here: 

~ I-Iow does the concept of 'sustainable supply chain approach' 

(SSCA) express in this case? 

a What are some of the main challenges that this case uncovers? 

+ What are some recommendations for future similar initiatives? 

~ How is this experience related to the Global Compact principles? 

In the words of Escondida's CEO, this project is a concrete demonstra- 

tion of what the corrtpany undetstands by 'Sustainable Supply Chain 

Appraoch'. 

This approach is considered of outmost importance. A number of ini- 

tiatives where the company is very active are envisageJ as components of' 

the Sustainable Supply Chain Approach, in particular: 

~ HSEC policy implementation, 

~ Escondida's 'zero harm' programme, 

+ the public-private regional initiative for a 'mining cluster' 

~ and Escondida's policy statement in itself. 

The business case for 'Sustainable Supply Chain Approach' is therefore 

quite straightfonvarJ. If contractors and suppliers improve, everybody benefits. 

As to whv all this interaction with the broader company's 'community', 

the CEO explains: 

We seek to be valued by the communities tvhere ue are tvorking. . . , As any industry 

tve have our problems every notv and again; therefore, it is important to have the 

community's support during difficult moments. [Bruce Turner, Escondtda's 

CEO, October 2003]. 

29 %i panicaLlt orJer. 
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Among the main challenges that this case reveals are the following; 

~ For SIHEs: large companies, such as Escondida, are in the process of 
rationalising contractors and suppliers. They have experienced that 
it is hardly manageable to have numerous suppliers (almost 2, 000 in 

this case). In the Chilean mining sector, the most likely supportive 

strategy for SIAEs wiII be to increasingly become more professional, 
assuring high levels of quality, timely service, environmental per- 

formance, etc, ; and they will have to specialise in services (rather 
than in, for example, spare parts). Additionally, suppliers installed 

at the mine site will necessarily have to become bigger; otherwise it 
will be dificult for them to respond to the company's demands. 

~ For the pubbc sector. as one of the interviiewees stated, "the public 
agencies are quite behind in environmental issues. The srate has 
not prepared itself to protect the environment. One example: we 

do not know where to send our wastes so that they be properly dis- 
posed" [Patricio lvlora, SALFA's general manager, October 2003]. 

~ For the large company: to be able to communicate timely, clearly 
and effectively, As the environmental affairs manager admitted, 
communication is a big challenge, particularly in a company the 
size of Escondida, In general, they have taken the strategy of con- 
vincing with concrete resuIts, when the actions are finished. This 
approach has boch advantages and disadvantages. For internal pur- 

poses it might be enough, but outside the company it might cause a 

number of misunderstandings. 

Some of the recommendations that were suggested by the interviewees include: 

~ SMEs should be very persiistenc when embarking on certification 
processes. Sometimes it is hard to keep the pace, particularly when 
there are a number of other issues to be faced and personnel and 
resources ate scarce, 

~ In the context of an associative project like this, it proves crucial 
to build constructive relationships between those involved. 

~ To rely on experienced consultants. 

~ The leading company should design and implement a broad inter- 
nal and external communication programme. 

~ The concept of goverrunental funds administrated by independent 
operators is appropriate but it is necessary to have a number of 
operators that can guarantee a healthy level of competitiveness, 

Weaknesses~ 

~ Poor capacity and aware- 

ness of environmental 
! 

issues among employees, 

~ Certification and auditing 
costs to extend the certifi- 
cate. 

~ It would be becter to have 
more CORFO operators 
in the region (in order to 
promote more compeci- 
tiveness), 

~ There are few consultants, 
based in the region who 
have practical experience, 

~ CORFO bureaucracy 
might require too much 
time and resources. 

~ PREPROFO was longer 
than necessary, 

~ T' he delay and uncer- 

tainty regarding admin- 

istrative issues probably 
' 

contributed to the 
withdrawal of three 

enterprises, 

je 
Nu i!erriciihr order. 
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Case Abstract 

THE PAO DE AQUCAR GROUP is the largest Brazilian supermarket chain, hold- 

ing a 15% share of a very pulverised market characterised by small players 

(2002). The Caras do Brasil Programme (Ffa:es of Brazil) was created in late 

2002, aiming to develop a new sales channel for sustainable handling of 

products. The programme opens opportunities for small suppliers not only in 

the Fao de At„ucar chain, but also among cotnpetitors and other industries. 

The programme established requirements for producers to become suppliers, 

aiming to adapt products to a regular commercialisation with the group. 

This way, small producers can now rely on a cotnplete business process, 

while beforehand the goods were sold mostly through small channels. 
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Backgrourtd 

According to a survey held 

by the Brazihan Ministry of 

Environment and IBGE— 

Instituto Bras ileiro de 

Geagtvffa e Estatistica 

(Brazilian Institute of 
' 

Geography and Statistics)— 

the role af conscious can- 

sumers is representative. In 

2001 44% of consumers 

bought products in recycla- 

ble packages, 36/o preferred 

', environmentally friendly 

products, 81o/o indicated 

' motivation to buy ecologi- 

cally responsible products 

and 73% claimed motiva- 

tion to buy an organic prad- 

uct. These nutnbers show 

that some Brazilian can- 

. sutners consider buying sus- 

tainable praducts as a way 

to engage with social, envi- 

ronmental and sustainable 

. development. responsibility, 

Brazil can off'er an enortnous variety of' natural and sustainable products 

that would add social and environmental value, Usually the characteris- 

tics of the producers of such goods are sma]I, poorly professional, with lit- 

rle experience in negotiation and adtninistration and hardly any cammer-- 

cialisation to large retailers, They are micro-firms, associations, coopera- 

tives or NGOs that bring direct or indirect benefits to low-income people, 

most of whom have low expectations abaut knowledge, involvement and 

professional improvement. Their competitive advantage is the extraordi- 

nary skills and experience in the handcrafts made. The pecuharities and 

needs of such producers generated the social concern and commitment of 

Pao de Aqucar before creating the Caras do Brasil Programme. 

The Pao de Aqucar group 

The Pao de Acucar is a family-owned graup that started in 19zf8 with the 

Doceria Paa de Agucar (sweet bakery store) in Sao Paulo. In 1959 rhe first 

supermarket was opened, next to the Doceria, Acquisitions since then 

have made the group the largest employer in the country, with 58, 000 

employees working in 500 stares in 12 federal states. It is composed of faur 

dififerent cotnpanies: Paa de Ar;ttear and Brzrrzteiro (supermarkets), Extra 

(hypermabkets) and Extra Efetro (electrical househald gaods), each ane 

with specific. strategic focus and consumer profiles. The first store abroad 

was opened in Luanda, Angola, characterising the Pao de Acucar chain as 

a multinational group, with headquarters in Brazil, Its most important 

competitor is the French Carrefour, 

Nowadays, the Paa de Aqucar Group is the largest Brazilian supermar- 

ket chain, holding a 15% market share in 2002 in a very pulverised mar- 

ket characterised by small players and few chains. The group has shown 

extraordinary growth, not only because of its sales performance but also 

due ta the conrinuous acquisitians tnade throughout the country in the 

last years. One of the group's growth objectives for the next five years is 

an increase of about 15% in sales area (m2), " 
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The Caras do Brasil programme 

The Pao de Acucar Group has gained its reputation not only through its 

economic power but a1so through its social initiatives, They estabhshed 

an Institute to provide educational qualification and community rela- 

tions, which supporrs thousands of youngsters. Independently of the insti- 

tute, the group sponsors sports and music events, Its latest initiative was 

to create recycling stations in 20 stores. In the company they say that 

social responsibiltty is in the Pao de Aqucar DNA, 

Looking for typical Brazilian products that would potentially be accept- 

ed by the international market and exported through its ExportaPao trad- 

ing division, the Pao de Agucar Group decided to expand its portfolio, At 

this time the opportunity was to reach Brazilian suppliers whose typical 

sustainable products presented characteristics of social and environmental 

added value, ready to respond to consctous consuruers' expectations, 

Supported by the president, the board and the directors, the Pao de 

Ar, ucar Group created the Caras do Brasil programme in September 2002, 

aiming to open a sales channel for suppliers with good production know- 

how but less familiar with commercialisation processes and unab1e to 

reach larger sales channels. 

In December 2002 the programme promoted an exhibit. of 400 sustain- 

able products offered by 15 potential suppliers. The objective of this 

event was to launch the programme and to advertise its diimensions and 

intentions to the media and the employees, Mrs. Ana Maria Diniz, a 

granddaughter of the founder and one of the programme's most supportive 

players, publicly announced its importance, Augusto Cruz, chairman of 
the group, and Mr. Hugo Bethlern, executive commercial director, also 

attended the event, indicating that the programme had high priority 

among key decision tnakers within the group. 

The programme key players were defined: Mrs. Beatriz Queiroz, Manager 

of Special Products and the person in charge of the programtne; Mrs, Sueli 

Renberg, the Ombudsman for Suppliers; Ms, Joana Femandes, Programme 

Assistant; and Ivfr. Jose Pascowitch, independent external consultant, 

In january 2003 the Carat da 13rasil website was online. " One of the first 

activities was to f'acilitate the applications of potential suppliers through the 

The Caras do Ptrasil 

programme aims to 

open a sales channel 

for suppliers tvith 

good production 

knout-hoer but 

less familiar arith 

commercialisation 

processes and unable 

to reach large~ sales 

channeb. 
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internet or a cero-cost telephone line. One of the requirements to participate 

in the programme is that the chosen products should individually cost less 

than fifty Reais (17 US$), This way, the final price would be affordable to 

consumers in retail channels such as supermarkets, Such products include: 

groceries, perishables (holdable for more than five days, enough for delivery 

to the stores), personal! hygiene, decoration, cookery utilities and textiles, 

ln line with government rules, minimum requirements were put to the 

suppliers interested in joining so as to adapt their conditions to a channel 

opened to large volumes of sales and businesses. Pao de Aqucar's employees, 

deeply involved with the programme, dedicated themselves seriously and 

helped the suppliers to meet the requirements. This meant a radical change 

in their routine. This support was essential to guarantee the programme's 

credibility. A spectfic team called Equine Cmas do Bmsil was established to 
deal with the programme suppliers, who showed very different characteris- 

tics. A special training was internally offered ro start using unit picking pro- 

cedures, a system since abandoned for large retail channels, 

The potential suppliers had to develop competences to adapt to com- 

mercialisation: to establish a formalised legal entity able to invoice with 

value-added tax; to comply with national and local 4ws and with inter- 

national treaties and agreements; to introduce bar codes in their products; 

to maintain trustworthiness in fulfilling contracts; to assure that the 

increase in production capacity does nor reduce sustainability aspects; to 
be agile and creative in solving problems and challenges; to be responsi- 

ble for fragility of products and eventual difficulties with transportation; 

and to respect the date and time to deliver the products, making sure that 

they are correctly received by the Pao de Acucar distribution centre, 

Eighty suppliers and 800 products were registered in August Z003, 

Thirty-four suppliers were selected to launch their products in four privi- 

leged pilot stores of the Pao-de Aqucar chain in Sao Paulo. Special spaces 

were set aside ro offer these products in such a way that consumers could 

identif'y and characterise them as special, independently of their category. 

Application of the 6iobai Compact principles and benefits to the programme 

The Pao de Aqucar Group considers the Caras do Brasil programme a 

business opportunity, not a social responsibility programme, despite the 

positive social impact generated. Therefore the progratnrne follows Global 

Compact principles as consequence of their actions. 
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Sustainabiiity and responsibility 

The Caras do Brasil suppliers can only be accepted and registered in the 

programtne if they fulfil the requirements established in contract: 
~ respect for the rights of local communities to use the land in the 

long run, i. e. that any company active in a community should 

respect the environment in such way that the community can use 

the environtnent even long ~fter thc business has ended (this is espe- 

cially relevant to agriculture, mining, logging, cement factories, etc. ); 
~ control the use of pesticides, chemical agents, erosion, hydric 

resources, sustainable harvest and conservation of high-value areas. 

These requiretnents guarantee benefits of image for the programme and 

satisfy consumers that are becoming more environmentally aware and 

responsible. In order to be included in the Caras do Brast'I programme, 

suppliers have to avoid child labour, as stated in the Global Compact 

Principle 5, Also, they agree with the Principles I and 2, protecting inter. 

national human rights within their sphere of influence, making sure that 

their own organisations are not complicit in human right abuses. In this 

sense, they follow the norms related to the workers' health and safety, 

respect indigenous rights and assure real representation of/in the commu- 

nity. In other words, the company behaves in such way that it somehow 

represents the community and the community's intet'ests itself, rather 

than imposing its actions upon the communiry. 

In reality, results of the Caras do Brasif programme go beyond the support 

and respect to human rights, in the sense that it encourages the sustainable 

growth and development of suppliers and communities, The requirements 

imposed for new suppliers help them to create more professional mechanisms 

and enable thetn to deal with the retail market without needing continuous 

assistance. The programme goal is to see the suppliers starting a process of 
self-management, with ability to commercialise with any sales channel, once 

they have know-how and their own resources to do so. The programme lead- 

ers understand that its stmial role has been accotnplished as it helps suppliers 

to generate economic resources in a sustainable way. 

According to Mrs, Beatriz Queiror, the programme tnanager, Pao de 

At;ucar's directors believe that the suppliers effectively follow the Global 

Compact principles of human rights and social and environmental responsi- 

bility, as most of them were indicated or supported by governmental projects 
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Large distances 

and transportation 

structure do not make 

for ideal logistics: 

packing may not 

be adequate, 

the costs increase and 

the delivery system 

may not be reliable. 

or by non-governmental organisations. The Caras do Brasil is a very young 

prop"amme (four months of operation) and has intensely worked on sever- 

al fronts to ensure successful outcomes, The idea is to capacitate the sup- 

pliers and to offer feedback, keeping them motivated but also realistic. The 

programme leaders have not yet been able to establish a monitoring sys- 

tem, but developed a checklist model to use in the near future, They do 

plan to monitor the suppliers' responsible procedures by visits of pro- 

gramme representatives or independent. consulrants. 

The Caras do Brasil is committed and makes efforts to maintain each 

supplier's cultural characteristics and local traditions, respecting its rou- 

tine and production limits. For this reason, the sustainable aspects have 

ahvays been considered. There has been no interference in the suppliers' 

producrion capacity or price fixing. The criteria established by the pro- 

gramme leaders aim to maintain the commercial viability, rhe identity of 

the accepted products and their sustainable characteristics which give 

them high added value and guarantee their differentiation, meeting the 

conscious consumer's expectations. Thus, besides improving the image of 

lhe Pao de Arucar Group, the development of this new business may 

respond to consumers expectations and awareness, making them more 

satisfted and faithful clients. 

Benefits and difficulties 

On behalf of the Pao de Aqucar Group, Mr, Hugo Bethlem, Executive 

Commercial Director, Mrs. Beatriz Queiroz, Programme Manager and Mr, 

jose Pascowitch, consultant For the programme, state that the possibility 

of assuring a continuous income has other effects on the social life of the 

suppliers, Their expectation is that the quality of life will be improved, 

creating social. inclusion, more environmental awareness, higher self- 

esteem, exit out of the informal market, recognition and valuation or 

work developed while maintaining their traditions and culture. 

As an example, a supplier from the northeast of Brazil — considered one 

of the poorest areas in the country — could not hide her joy in receiving 

the first payment for the products she sold to Caras do Brazil: With this 

amount, I tuas able to pay for the first irtstalmertt of the Irrfriable little radio I 

had alurays dreamt about . . . Another supplier said frankly: The first payment 

I received altotued me to buy furruture for my home! 
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Providing capacity for commercialisation was a rewarding task for Pao 

de At;ucar employees as a whole. A top manager emphasised the impor- 

tance of the Cmos do Brasil programme for the Pao de Aqucar Group, 

comparing it to the Fome Zero programme (Zero Hunger — a programme 

developed to reduce hunger and malnutrition) of the Brazilian govern- 

ment. The new sales channel created for rhese producers also allows more 

circulation of their products in the Brazilian markets, linking with the 

dissemination of regional cultural aspects within the country and efforts 

to reactivate the internal commerce of typically Brazilian products. 

On the other hand, the size and location of mosr suppliers, theit type 

of organisation and lack of business know-how has still meant difficulties 

for both sides. Large distances and transportation structure do not make 

for ideal logistics: packing may not be adequate, the costs increase and 

the delivery system may not be reliable. 

The Cmas do Brttsii leaders have a perfect understanding of the scale of 
the problem caused by the high cost of transportation and are trying to 

find the best way, either helping the products to be sold sooner through 

local actions, or looking for new forms of advertising and communication 

to consumers. 

The special itntemal logistics and stock costs, as well as high taxes to be 

paid by the retailer, are transferred to the consumer, increasing the final 

price of the products in the supermarket shelves, As the products come in 

distinct forms of packing, mostly fragile and in small volume, automatic 

procedures are not always applicable, Some products are even delivered 

by normal postal services. 

The products have not been sold as fast as other traditional supermar- 

ket items and this creates a Jditional costs. While for some Cmas do Brasil 

products the Pao de At;ucar leaders decide to forego a profit margin, in 

other cases the fin~1 price to consumers tnay be more than double what 

was paid to the supplier, 

With the aim to respect human rights, the programme leaders do not 

interfere in volume and price setting by the suppliers, But they do at times 

notice the lack of technical capacity of the suppliers to determine the opti- 

rnail value of the products. According to the Pao de At;ucar managers, 

The Baniwa Indians pro- 

duce baskets to sell to Caras, 
do Brasil, The production 

' task is divided in groups of 
, handcrafters, defining the 

deadline for delivery. The 
' 

baskets leave the Amazonas 
' area, on the frontier with 

Colombia, by bongo canoes 
' 

(excavated tree trunks cov- 
. ered with 1iana and fitted 

with a rear engine), Each 
canoe can carry 100 large 

1 
baskets and picks them up 

from the banks along the 
: 400 kilometres of the liana 

River in two to four days. 
I 

, Because of 19 waterfalls, the 
baskets are offloaded on to 
four-wheel vehicles for a 30- ' 

kilometre run. Then a regu- 

lar boat goes 900 kilometres 

on the Negro River and 

, takes the baskets to Manaus 

(about 4, 000 km from Sao 
Paulo), where a truck is 

waiting to. carry them to ' 

Belem (almost 3, 000 km 

from Sao Paulo), where 

, they are reloaded on a ferry- 

boat. From there, a truck 

takes regular roads to 
Brasilia and finally to the 

Pao de Aqucar distribution 
' centre in Sao Paulo. " The 

suppliers are responsible for 

all these product transporta-, 
tion costs. 

'I I 
Irttottrrusktterra. rttrtt, ttr anti Ciuta Ruttoviarin dit Bra il — Qutttre Redtt. . Rao P tttltt fditera Ahel, 1976 
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There is pride 

that the 

Caras cIo 

Brasil 
ls a proper 

business 

prolrrarnrne ) 

not just art 

added on- 

social 

responsibility 

project. 

occasionally suppliers overestimate the product price to the programme, 

which makes it unaffordable to consumers. If the product in the shelf is 

nor. sold, there will be no extra income generation for suppliers, The pro- 

gramme leaders are trying to discuss the final price structure, as many sup- 

pliers seem reluctant to accept significant differences. The taxation on the 

products is usually higher than 35'!o, which is passed on to consumets in' 

the final price, There is pride that the Caras do Brasil is a proper business 

programme, not just an added-on social responsibility project. The goal is 

to include small suppliers into Pao de Aqucar's portfolio, opening to them 

a channel that can bring good results in a professional way. Hence the 

social responsibility is a consequence, not a driver, of the programtne. 

Suppliers' professionalism is the keyword tor the programme leaders, 

Suppliers 

The potential suppliers got to know the Caras do Hrasil programme 

through television, newspapers, supportive insritutions, producers' part- 

nerships or cooperatives, Some suppliers were invited ro apply, with the 

help of Mr. jose Pascowitch, an independent consultant for the pro- 

gramme, whose role was essential, In December 2003 the Caras do Brasil 

programme established business relations with 34 suppliers. 

The authors of this case elaborated a survey t'o obtain information From 

and about them, either through a questionnaire sent by e-mail or by tele. 

phone calls and visits, Twenty-two suppliers responded. Apparently all 

correctly understood and defined the programme, A supplier said: 

In our perspective, it is a serious programme, with not only prof- 

it but aLso social imerests. Its objective is mainly to benefit needy 

communities, opening to them a v~ important space in the 

market, to which their products would not have access for many 

z'easons, including the difficulties of distance and impossibility to 

become known. 

'K'orking to protect economic livehhood of local communities is the idea 

mostly related to the Caras do Hrasil programtne, in the sense that the 

programme provides suppliers' capacity for the market, enabling income 

generation in a self-sustainable way, 

Most suppliers expect an increase of sales through the Caras do Brasil 

programme. Nevertheless, a few supphers may be expecting more social 
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responsibility than "simple" business actions focussing on short-term 

results. When asked about their understanding about the programme, 

some of their answers were: 

~ It is a Pao de Aqucar programme created to tackle their concerns 
with environmental and social problems. 

~ It is strong and detenrtined action by the Pao de Agucar Group to 
assume its environmental and social responsibility that positions 
the group in the vanguard of the brge corporations. 

~ The proposal to participate in the programme was social responsi- 

bility. It is now confusing us, 

For suppliers who were not legal entities, a first difficulty was to solve 

this situation. Others mentioned lack of experience, such as the use of bar 

codes and the product package adaptation and standardisation, On the 

other hand, they all agreed that these requirements are necessary to 

become part of a profitable sales channel, expressing their feelings as 

satisfaction, trttst, recognition, safety, pride, optimism, opportunity of an 

increasing future for business and perspective of complementing tIte participants' 

family income. 

As earlier mentioned, the transportation cost (covered by the suppli- 

ers), taxation and mark-up are apparently making the product very 

expensive for consumers. In this regard, a few suppliers mentioned that 

the progratnme leaders had suggested a price reduction when selling to 

Pao de Aqucar, to also try to reduce the final price to consumers. Some 

suppliers' comments were: 

~ The income from Pao de Acucar invoices has only covered my 
transportation costs. 

~ A sustainabile product is expensive, If this is not told to consumers, 
how can they make their choices? 

~ Delivering few units costs us more than the products themselves. 

Concerning the product-prodttcer-entrironment integration and the sup- 

plier-retailer-consumer chain, the suppliers feel that the consumers should 

know better the differentiation of the Cams do Brmil products and expect 

more support from the four stores in the programme during this launching 

period. Given that the programtrte is still new, the suppliers believe that 

many consumers are not automatically attracted to the designated 

shelves. The producers insist that the motivation for consumers should be 
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The producers insist 

that the motivation for 

consumers should be 

stressed smith the 

sus tainability approach 

(not charip), through 

more local marketing 

and adeerttsmg by 

Pao de Agucar. 

stressed wirh the sustainability approach (not charity), through more 

local markering and advertising by Pao de Actjcar, 

The authors of this case noticed that the sustainabiliry approach was 

clearly explained in the programme folder and in small tags attached to 

many products. This material is expensive, as it is printed in colour on 

recycled paper. These information materi~is were offered during the 

launching period of the Caras do Brasil programme, but it is somehow 

understandable that this marketing strategy is not feasible in the long 

term, The suppliers themselves are, of course, free to add any intormation 

to the products, but apparently most of them cannot do so because of the 

additional cost involved. 

Most suppliers confirmed thar. there is no child labour in their activi- 

ties, '" Only one stated that some producer families rely on 12-year-old 

children to make baskets, considering that this is legal. The Cams do 

Brasil programme has done its best to maintain the application of the 

Global Compact Principle 5, The confirmation of effective abolition of 

child labour will. only be possible through monitoring, Frequent visits 

would be excessively time-consuming and costly. 

The suppliers seemed to be aware of the programme's requirement of 

sustainable production, acting according ro the Global Compact Principle 

7, Support precautionary approach to environmental challenges and 

Principle 8, Undertake initiatives ro promote greater environtnental 

responsibility. Many affirmed that the environmental responsibility is one 

of the most important objectives of their organisations, A statemenr. was: 

We are par(ners of the INPA — Insriruro de PesrIuisas da 

Amagonia (Research Institute of the Amazon), derreloping 

research on sustainability and responsible handling of the plant 

species used in the production of the baskets. 

Many suppliers also established partnership with the Brazilian govern. 

ment, non-governmental organisations and other institutions oriented to 

Jabour capacity building, environmental preservation and sustainable 

development. 

34 i !o Dr i'i! the minimum are a!lotretl for r!tilt!rett ro work aa aanrottricts is ! r!. 
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Partnership 

Sevctal partners have conttibuted substantially to the development of the 

producers, helping them to fulfil the requirements demanded by the market, 

Even having no formal agreement with the programme, SEBRAE (Serviro 

de Apoio as Micro Etnpresas de Sao Paulo), for instance, offered courses, 

training and financing to some projects, aiming to build the capacity of pro- 

ducers. Others helped to elaborate a business plan and supported producers 

with credit and resources, with the aim to develop the whole productive 

chain. Their intention was to make the producers more professional and 

ready to create an additional self-sustainable income, as states the Global 

Compact Principle 1: Businesses should support and respect the lrrotection of 

internationally proclaimed human rights within their sphere of influence, e. g. by 

working to protect the economic livelihood of local communities, 

The partnership of all suppliers with other institutions is seen by the 

Caras do Brasil programme as a guarantee of their social responsibility and 

as a certification of sustainability. Nevertheless, Pao de Aqucar's control 

and effective guarantee of the environmentally responsible handling and 

production will only be possible in the future. Some suppliers affirm to 

have certification, but fail to indicate from what institution, which sug- 

gests that the information might not be totally correct. Several assure 

that they frequently receive fiscal agents to verify the handling and pro- 

duction, thus confirming their sustainable products. Although there is a 

governmental requirement, a seal or sign of this certification seems to be 

missing in several product packages. 

An objective of the lvlinistry of Environment is to offer know-how to 

some initiatives of small suppliers, making their business sustainable and 

providing adjustments in the current comrnercialisation process. 

Governmental ~gents of the ministry try to support strategies to reduce 

production cost and increase quality, so that products have more value 

added and become more competitive. The Sustainable Business Project 

was created to support initiatives developed by non-governmental organi- 

sations, cooperatives, associations and international governmental agen- 

cies interested in offering credit to these suppliers through commercial, 

economic and administrative assistance. Considering this endeavour, the 

Caras do Brasil programme leaders made a proposal of partnership with 

the Ministry of Environment, which is being negotiated. 
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UNDP also supports initiatives of some small suppliers committed to 

sustainable handling and production in Serrado and Mata Athntica, two 

large areas in Brazil. Some of the companies participating in the UNDP 

project would actually fulfil the conditions t. o become a supplier within 

the Caras do Brrzsil programme. According to UNDP representatives, one 

of the difficulties in accomplishing a short-term development is the sup- 

pliers' slowness in adapting to the different economic and tnanagerial 

reality of large retailers as the Pao de Aqucar Group. 

Gonsumers 

The authors of this case interviewed 66 consumers in three of the Pao de 

Arucar supermarkets where the Caras rla Brasi! is installed. The putpose 

was to hear their opinions about the creation, development and actions of 

the programme, Unexpectedly, despite the privileged location ot the 

shelves, very few consumers effectively knew the programme or had 

bought products, nor were they ready ro pay more to support the suppli- 

ers. Some consumers explained that they usually go through the stores so 

fast that they pay no attention to goods not on their list, Others men- 

tioned that these products are not appropriate for a supermarket or a gro- 

cery store. Several of the consumers had seen the products but had not 

paid enough attention. When they heard about the origin of the products, 

all consumers became very interested and stopped for a while in front. of 

the shelves, holding and reading many packages. Afrer careful observa- 

tion, 19 of them demonstrated intention to buy, despite the high price, 

describing the reason either as ethics or as social: 

~ The product has something special, 
that it is different than the average. 

~ The produc. t is beautiful! 
~ lt is craftsmanship! 
~ It is Brazilian! 
~ It has quality! 
+ It is natural! 
~ The product attributes add value to it. 
~ It gives suppliers additional mcome. 
~ It is ecologically responsible. 

The consumers expressed very positive opinions about the Caras do 

Brrzsil as a programme. Some of their comments were; 
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~ It is wonderful! 

~ It is the inclusion of small communities . . . it is very important that 

they gct to the consumer! 

These statements, as well as the purchase intention, confirm the 

importance of the Global Compact Principles I and 2, in regarJ to 

human rights and the perspective of tvorkittg to protect economic live(ihood 

of local communities. The consumer notices the Pao de Aqucar Group's 

intention of creating a sales channel fot small suppliers as a way to 

encourage the commercialisation of their products and generating sustain- 

able income and practising social responsibility, Consumers mentioned 

environmental concern as something that set the pro Juct apart and added 

to its value, but not as their primary purchase motivation, 

Considering the social, economic and political difficulties thar Brazil 

has suffered for many years, it is interesting to see how the cultural impact 

interferes in the objectivity of the consumers' analysis about the final 

prices and about the Caras do Brasil progratnme itself. A few of the 66 con- 

sumers interviewed agreed with the price and paid for the products, mean- 

ing to support the supplier organisations. Some Jo not unJerstand anJ feel 

that Pao de Aqucar might be exploiting such communities. Others find the 

Caras do Brasil programme fantastic but just can't afford the high prices. 

Most of Pao de Aqucar's consumers believe in its practices anJ social 

and environmental responsibility guaranteed in its products. This indi- 

cates that consumers tend to look for the social benefits of the Caras do 

Brasif progratnme products, besides their ethical or useful aspect. 

Results 

It is not easy to evaluate such a new programme. After four months of 

operation, the authors venture to state that it can be a very successful ini- 

tiative if all players deJicate a generous dose of effort to make it happen. 

Programme 

Despite the difficulties of communication and the short period of the pro- 

gramme operation, some suppliers' information seems to indicate impact on 

a social indicator, It is the number of people directly or indirectly involved 

in the programme, as participants of the production or commercial isation of 
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A supplier's comment 

summarises their 

perception: 

"Many changes 

happened in our 

commerce, including 

the organisation, 

packaging, de J. inhering, 

We urere forced to 

create a selling 

structure a thousand 

~imes better than the 

one use had. 

Besides, our craftsmen 

felt significantly 

encouraged to knout 

that their work ~as 

recognised in 

a large sales centre. " 

the goods sold to Pao de Aqucar. They come from 143 communities from 

16 Brazilian states, represenred by 24 of the 32 current suppliers, with direct 

impact on 3, 900 people (34% male, 66/o female) and indirect tmpact on 

more rhen 17, 000 people, " 
The Caras do Brasil products represent an average of 0. 32o/o of the sales 

in the four stores, ln total, about 10, 000 items were sold and the average 

price was about 13M Reais, an amount considered reasonable for a super- 

marlcet. 

Some products were exported to Martinique in the first Trading 

ExportaPao test operation for rhe programme. This may be the beginning 

of the international cornmercialisation of the Caras do Brasil products. '" 

Suppliers 

The producers' feeling and the perspective of a sustainable additional 

income may benefit either eight people or as many as 9„000 people, 

depending on the supplier. Some suppliers experienced more visibility for 

their products after entering the Caras do Brasil programme, This generat- 

ed more sales channels and more income, A supplier estimated his 

increase in sales at 40/o percent; another at 70/o and a rhird even 

claimed an increase of 300o/o. As discussed before and due to the rather 

short period of existence of the programme, most suppliers are still 

expecting an increase in sales, advertising and incotne. 

Employees 

The creation of the Caras do Brasil programme was perceived by some 

employees as related to the new element included in the Mission and 

Vision of the Pao de Acucar Group, which stresses the intention of offer- 

ing a contribution to the nation's development and the social responsibility. 

The support from the owners, the board, the directors and the highest- 

level managers added credibility and professionalism to the programme, 

motivating all employees. The prograrnrne has gained internal visibility 

since it was presented to the Executive Committee and the group founder 

al. tended the internal programme launching ceremony. 

The Human Resources Department provided banners and posters for 

display at conspicuous company locations„such as elevators and lobby. 

35 
Cars~ dn Urer! I prcgrwn. 

36 
Corns JU Brazil program. 
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For a senior Pao de Acucar manager, the grear advantage oF the Caras 

do Brasil programme is not its non-social-work approach but its sustainable 

character. The manager oF a store located in a nice neighbourhood of Sao 

Paulo exptessed keenness to have the programme in her store. All my 

clients already know abort t the programme, I can hardly wait to see the prodtrcts 

in the shehres! 

Perspectives and trends 

The good perspectives for the Caras do Brasil programme are related to its 

expansion in the Brazilian market and to more stores of the Pao de 

Aqucar Group. The decentralisation of the distribution centre may solve 

some of the difficulties found in the logtstics and transportation costs, 

which could atrract new suppliers and different products. 

According to Mr. Hugo Bethlem, Executive Commercial Director, con- 

crete plans are being developed. Some acrions could be special media and 

store promotion. A creative way to find solutions for some of the difficul- 

ries the programme faces in these first monrhs of operation is the initia- 

tive of offering an award to the best packaging propos~i presented by stu- 

dents and professionals in key areas, 

Two aspects will contribute to the sustainability of the programme: on 

the one hand, Caras do Brasil staff have developed a follow-up checklist 

to be used as an informarion system for the short term; on the other hand, 

Caras do Brasll has established a partnership with UNDP and the Ministry 

of Environment that will assure the necessary means, including financial, 

to achieve the objectives of the programme in line with several Global 

Compact principles. 

The progratnme success depends a great deal on the store managers and 

the employees handling the products directly. The distribution centre has 

been proactive, which is crucial to the sustainability of the programme. 

The suppliers are eager to see the programme expand and are mostly 

proactive in professionally overcoming their litnitations, adapting them- 

selves to the market requiretnents. Ms. Joana Fernandes has invested a 

great deal of effort in order to assure that suppliers are satisfied, providing 

the demanded information. 

Throughout the world citizens are becoming more and more aware of 

their social and environmental responsibilities. As consumers they tend 
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to be proactive in relation rio sustainable products and proijects that can 

generate additional income f' or needy communities, In Bratil they usually 

respond very positively to clear and constructive coinmunication, 

Final considerations 

The Caras do Brasil programme leaders insist that social and environmental' 
" 

responsibility comes as a consequence, while the goal is sustainable busi. 

ness. The proactive attitude noticed in the interviews with consumers, 

employees and suppliers showed that the perception of the programme nev- 

ertheless is its social and environmental aspects. This is not negative. The 

necessity of offering new and differentiated products to the clients, of look- 

ing for business alternatives and of adding value to the corporative image, 

as well as pursuing actions that promote susiainability, is becoming more 

and more part of the organisational DNA, part of its values and mission. 

The Caras do Basil programme supports the Principles of the Global 

Compact, related to human and workers' rights and environmental responsi- 

bility. The opportunity of commercialising sustainable products that bring as 

the main differentiation the social and environmental added value, makes 

the programme responsible f' or actions oriented to maintaining, respecting 

and encouraging social and environmentally responsible ati:itudes. 
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It is essential 

that there is 

a transfer of 
knots h-otti 

that tUiU 

contribute to 

the upgrading 

of SMEs 

Executive summary 

PRIVATE ENTERPRiSE HAS BECOME widely recognised in driving economic 

and social development, Multilateral and bilateral development coopera- 

tion agencies are beginning to regard the business community as an 

increasingly valuable partner in pursuing development-oriented activities. 

This emphasis on business cooperation and linkages and the persisting 

imbalances between nations in their capacity to benefit from the globalisation 

process have significant implications for the support requirements of small and 

medium enterprises (SMFw) in developing countries, SMEs are often excluded 

from global value chains because of their lower capacity to meet quality and 

conformity requirements and to implement the required social responsibility 

initiatives that many large transnational companies (TNT) have been adopt- 

ing. Therefore, it is necessary to support these SMEs through programmes that 

help them to create business linkages with larger firms and thus become inte- 

grated in the international supply chain of goods and services, 

In order to create business ltnkages between SMEs and larget firtus, it is 

essential that there is a transfer of know-how rhat. will contribute to the 

upgrading of SMEs and the consequent economically, socially and envi- 

ronmentally sustainable development of poor countries. For that purpose, 

UNIDO has implemented a Business Linkages programme that focuses on 

quality improvetnents, productivity enhancement and the international 

competitiveness of SMEs in developing countries, The programme aims at 

strengthening cooperation among development actors and it is based on 

partnerships that involve stakeholders from various sectors, 

One of the cases where the UNIDO Business Linkages programme has 

been applied is in the automotive component industry in India. Highly 

fragmented and with a very sruall scale of operation when compared to 

the global market, this sector has been facing various challenges that 

threaten its sustainability, 

First, trade liberalisation and opening of markets have increased the level 

of global competition with growing challenges for companies to survive. 

Second, assemblers and car manufacturers are increasing their require- 

ments and demands on suppliers in the areas of quality, cost and delivery. 

Furthermore, a process of consolidating suppliers and 'tailoring' supplies 

into the car production system has threatened a large number of SMFa. 
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In addition, customers and civil society groups are requiring companies 

to incorporate socially responsible practices and report on their environ- 

mental impacts. As proved in the case studies presented, managing social 

and environmental aspects properly can represent good opportunities for 

Indian SMEs by achieving positive productive outputs, 

Finally, there has been an increasing pressure for suppliers of automo- 

tive components to upgrade technologically and to incorporate a very 

flexible production system, capable of adapting to the transforming needs 

of the assemblers. 

All these pressures have forced SMEs in the Indian automotive sector 

to change their way of working and adapt to the new requirements of the 

market in terms of internationa! standards, higher quality and delivery 

targets. 

UNIDO has supported these companies through a business linkage ini- 

tiative that has included two programmcs so far: 

Programtne 1, initiated in 1999, lasted six months and was concentrat- 

ed on the western part of India. Its main objective was to provide 21 

SiMEs in the Indian automotive component sectot with technical assis- 

tance delivered by a multidisciplinary team of experts. Some of the activi- 

ties included in the programme were class room training sessions on quali- 

ty management, cost efficiency and delivery, visits from industry experts 

to overview the production process and provide recommendations based 

on international best practices and selection of some SMEs to exhibit at 

the auto fair in France based on best performance criteria, 

Programme 2 started in February 2003 and it will last 30 months. Ir. 

initially includes 40 companies frotn four different regions of India. Based 

on the lessons learned from the first phase, this programme continues to 

deliver technical assistance to companies to meet the challenges brought 

by current Indian market conditions. Furthermore, the programme pro- 

vides training to Indian engineers so as to build up a pool of local expert- 

ise to carry the activities forward and make the programme sustainable— 

anchored institutionally in the Automotive Component Manufacturers 

Association of India. 

This report h;is analysed two case studies based on the examples of 
Renata Engineering P'lastics — a company incIuded in Programme 1 — and 

iMetalman Auto, a company participating in Programme 2. Its conclusions 

Consolidating 

suppliers and 
'tailoring' 

supplies into 

the car 
producti on' 

system has 

threatened a 
large number 

of SMEs 
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Through its participation in Programme I, Renata Fngineering Plastics, a local manufacturer of plastic compo- 

nents, has achieved outstanding results in a period of four years: 

~ Business performance — the company has increased revenues by 150/o, productivity by 300o/o, and has 
reduced production costs by 40/o, 

~ Quality performance — customer complaints have dropped by 75 /o, the product defect rate by 68/o and 
the percentage of capacity loss by 35 /o. In addition, there has been an improvement in other indica- 
tors such as on-time delivery (20/o), rate of rejects (40/o) and changeover time (50/o), 

~ Environmental and social performance — i. here has been a significant reduction in energy consumption 

per tonne produced and Renata has invested in environment-friendly technologtes and water recy- 

cling. While the company has achieved zero accidents with employees in ZOOZ, it has also starred to 
quantify indicators that measure employee satisfaction and intends to invest 125 hours a year per 
employee in external training. 

ln addition, as a result oi its participation in the Business Linkages programme, the management of Renata 

has understood the importance of the Global Compact principles for improving business performance and 

contributing ro social development. In November 2003 i. he company signed a letter agreeing to commit to 

the principles of the Global Cotnpact in respect to human rights, labour rights and environment protec- 

rion. Renata's management is cotnmitted to integrate the same principles into their strategy as well as to 

transmtt them to their employees, partners, clients and the public. 

Having j oined Programme 2 in February 2003, Metalman, a producer of chassis and accessories for the automotive 
' 

industry, has achieved substantial improvements in its performance in a very short period: 

~ Business performance — the company has increased its level of sales revenues and gross margins. In 
addition, since February 2003 productivity has increased by 18/o while the value added per employee 
has increased by 150%, 

e Quality performance — there has been a dramatic reduction of 91/o in the number of defects, which 

has achieved minimum levels in rhe most recent months. In addirion, there has been a reduction of 
28o/o in the tool change titne and customer complaints were reduced to only one complaint per month, 
a reduction ot 85 /o. 

~ Environmental and so-ial performance — there have been substantial savings in the use of energy and 
natural resources: 24, 000 litres per month in water and 260 units per month in electricity, The number 

of accidents involving employees has been rapidly reduced to practically zero and absenteeism among 

employees has also been reduced considerably by more than 50o/o. 

The management of hletalman has also demonstrated its awareness of the importance of the Global 

Compact objectives. In November Z003 the company joined the Global Compact as a participant through 

signing its letter of cotnmitment to the nine principles, thus showing its willingness to further integrate the 

same principles into ii:s strategy and business practices. 
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reflect how technical assistance and partnerships oriented to strengthen- 

ing business linkages improve quality performance and enhance SME 

competitiveness. 

Furthermore, the consideration ot the Global Compact labour princi- 

ples and the activities undertaken to embrace the Global Compact envi- 

ronmental principles have created on rhe one hand a better working 

environment, reduced labour turnover and increased employee productiv- 

ity, and on the other hand reduced energy and water consumption, as well 

as waste generation, directly impacting on cost reduction and profitability. 

The results obtained in both cases demonstrate the success of UN lDO's 

Business Linkages programme in supporting SMEs to face the challenges 

and meet the requirements of a changing market scenario. The initial 

emphasis on productivity enhancement and quality upgrading has produced 

tangible impacts and incentives, as seen in the substantial improvements in 

the indicators of business and quality performance for both companies. 

Based on these results, there are increasing prospects for the companies 

to broaden their horizon by achieving further results in terms of social 

and environment performance. Their awareness and eagerness to become 

partners in the Global Compact are tmportant steps for their further 

action in this area. 

Finally, most. important of all, as a result of all these initiatives the 

companies have been able to create business linkages in the local tuarket 

and have increased the prospect for linkages in the global supply chain as 

a result of their exposure to international best practices. 

ln conclusion, it has been seen that the demonstration of business ben- 

efits from a partnership progratnme can widen the horizon of SlvlE man- 

agers and make them more responsive to 3 broader agenda addressing also 

environmental and social concerns, 

This is among the key lessons learnt in the UN1DO programme: a 

commitment to applying environmentally friendly processes, a commit- 

ment to waste minimisation, a commitment to reducing work-related 

accidents, a commitment to enlightened human resource development 

e. g. through more emphasis on training, in essence a commitment to 

improving the impact of business on workers and on the environment as a 

result ot instilling a longer-term perspective and vision and vf developing 

a strong SME business case. 
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At the outset of UNIDO's programme in India, the participating SMEs 

were unaware of the UN Global Compact and its significance for them. 

Ivieanwhile, several of thena see clear merits in positioning themselves as 

responsible companies and good corporate citizens. Thus, while a CSR 

agenda was clearly not the initial trigger and driver of their involvement, 

it has resulred from their learning process. 

For UNIDO this business linkage programme has provided imporrant 

insights and helped it to learn and deve/op some indispensable elements 

of partnerships with the private sector, First and foremost these include: 

rhe importance of creating local ownership and commitment; the need to 

listen to and respect the views of each partner; the def'inition of common 

goats, objectives and targets; a commitment towards continuous improve- 

menr. ; and the rationale of a gradual and cautious approach towards 

insrilling a culture of responsible entrepreneurship in SACiEs. 
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CASE STUDY: RENATA ENGINEERING PLASTICS 

Description of the company 

Background 

Rcnata Engineering Plastics comtnenced operations in September 1992. 

The CEO, Mr, Rohit Thawani, is a mechanical engineer, a graduate of 

the Delhi Engineering School, and has professional experience with 

Indian-based multinationals such as DCM Toyota, Modi Xerox and 

Klochner Windsor. 

Renata's first clients were Amphenol Amphetonix and Lumax. Since 

then the company has been growing steadily, developing more than 60 dif- 

ferent types of plastic components and moving upscale in the production of 

higher added-value materials, lt currently etnploys 20 people. 

At present Renata is engaged in the manufacture of custom-moulded 

plastic cotrtponents, The components are supplied to a variety of indus- 

tries that include automotive parts, consumer durables, electronics, 

telecommunications and engineering. 

"The market 

is the tt)hote 

tvorld 

now, 
" 

Mr. Rohit Thawani 
Renat, t Engineering Plastics 

CEO 

Participating in the business linkage programme 

When Mr. Thavrani decided to start a new company in auto components, 

he was convinced he would be trying to sell to the global market. As he 

likes to say: "The market ts the whole world now. " 

Local markets, especially in the automotive cotnponent sector, are regton- 

ally concentrated, with three major geographical areas, Delhi, Mumbai and 

Chennai, But international markets are structured differetttly and accessing 

them does not depend on geographical location but on providing cotnpara- 

tive advantage, quality and effectiveness in the services provided. 

"l f india has become a world leader in software production, 
" 

says 

Mr. Thawani, "tvhy can't we become world leaders as suppliers 

for the automotive sector? %'e have the potential skills, the com- 

parative advantage and the technical and commercial assets need- 

ed to provide good global services. What we need is the capital to 
be able to upgrade technologically and the awareness to create a 
continuous learning approach to our production systems, 

" 
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By upgrading 

its technology 

Renata has 

achieved 

severalpo, sitive 

results 

related to the 

ennxonment. 

Hence his major concern for keeping his business cotnpetitive was how 

to upgrade technologically. In 1998 he received a letter inviting hitn to 

apply to a Business Linkage programme that was being implemented by 

UNIDCt in india to upgrade SMEs of the automotive component industry. 

The programme selected 21 SMEs from the automotive component 

sector. The group represented a broad variety of materials (metal, plastics, 

etc. ) from the western Indian region. The programme consisted of three 

different types of activities: 

~ Classroom training sessions with the selected SMEs ro brief theln 

on quality management, cost efficiet)cy and deliveries; 

~ visits from industry experts to oversee the production process and 

make recommendations to improve them, as well as providing 
information on practices in China, Europe and Japan; 

~ of the 21 SMEs six were selected based on best performance to 
travel to the auto Fair of France in 1999 and gain exposure to the 
production processes of European manufacturers. 

Outcome and proven results 

!n order to evaluate corporate performance and tneasure qualitative and 

quantitative impacts, three different areas of'performance need to be dis- 

tinguished: 

~ Business performance, 

+ quality performance, 

~ environmental and social performance, 

Business performance" 

Renata Engineering Plastics has been quantifying its results since 1999. 

The business performance has been impressive, increasing revenue by 

150 /o, productivity by 300/o and reducing production costs by 40o/o in 

only tour years. 

n 
Part of the inforirotion vhtsioett troiu the 1NSEAL) snit LJNIL)0 questionnaire for business processes 

ana supplier anu cusnsuer intearnrion. 
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Figure 1 l Business performance of Renata Engineering Plastics from 1999 until 2003 
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Cost reduction and revenue are measured 'tn US dollars and productivity is measured by dividing annual sales revenue by total ntanber of employees. 

Quality performance 

Renata has also improved its qualtty of performance, reducing customer com- 

plaints by 75%, the product defect rate by 68% and capacity loss by 35%, 

!n addition to these indicators, the other quality performance indica- 

tors that have been quantified are: 

~ On time delittery: measured by the percentage of how many products 
were delivered on time. Since 1999, there has been an improve- 
ment of 20%. 

0 Rate of rejects: Ineasured by the percentage of rejected products. 
There has been an itnprovement of 40% in the last four years and 

only six per cent of production is currently rejected, 

~ Changeover time: Ineasured by the minutes spent on average on one 
machine. Renata has reduced the changeover time by 50% since 
1999 and currently spends 60 minutes on changeover. 

Renata 

recycles 

100% of 
the mater 
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Improvements of 

environmental and 

social indicators in 

companies are 6est 

achieved if the 

management seeks to 

integrate tools 

to improve social and 

environmental i mpact 

with tools to improve 

quality management. 

Environmental and social performance 

Environmental and social aspects are harder to quantify, Although Renata 

Engineering Plastics is not comprehensively quantiifying the impact it has 

on the environment and the community, Mr. Thawani showed concern 

and indicated that measuring the socio-environmental impact of the com- 

pany was a mid-term goal for which he required technical support, 

Nevertheless, by upgrading its technology Renata has achieved several 

positive results related to the environment since 1999 and has developed 

a much tnore integrated policy towards its employees, 

As a result Renata has achieved improvements in its environmental 

performance mainly through the application of adequate management 

methodologies, which are integrated into its overall management 

approach within its business plan. 

This fact proves that the improvements of environmental and social 

indicators in companies are besl. achieved if the management seeks to inte- 

~te tools to improve social and environmental impact with tools to 

improve quality management. This is beginning to happen at the cutting 

edge of CSR development in the North with the move from separate con- 

sideration of social, environmental and economic issues towards sustainabil- 

ity management and the increasing itnportance given to the business case, 

However, social and environmental pressure on suppliers tends to be 

piecemeal and unrelated to the business case, CSR initiatives, embedded 

in a business linkages concept, should include supporr in quality manage- 

ment f' or SMF~ and focus on the business case as well as on compliance 

mechanisms. Equally, initiatives that focus on general business develop- 

ment, upgrading and training support for SMEs should integrate social 

and environmental management skills both in relation to entering into 

global value chains and serving local markets. 

As it can be appreciated by the results described in Figure 1, Renata 

Engineering Plastics has achieved a very successful improvement in reducing 

its energy consumption per ton produced since 1999, a total reduction oi 60o/o, 

Furthertnore, Renata recycles 100% of the water it uses through its sys- 

tem thanks to the investments in environmentally sound technology to 

filter and re-use all the water that is consumed through the production 

process, Water that is not used by the systetn is re-utilised in a new garden 

the company has created to itnprove the working environment for 
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employees. In addition, the company also plans to invest in a compost 

plant to recycle solid and garden waste. 

ln terms of social performance, Renata has just started quantifying 

indicators that measure employee satisfaction. One of the new require- 

ments of the company is to invest 125 hours a year per employee for 

external training, Another positive aspect is that Renata's commitment to 

employee safety has led to zero accidents during 2002, 

Global Compact performance model 

As a result of the Global Compact Policy Dialogue 2002 on Business and 

Sustainable Development, a performance model was proposed to enable 

companies to replicate and scale up the good practices that integrate the 

Global Compact principles into company performance. " The model is 

built on the principle of continuous improvement to achieve world chss 
in a context of continuously more demanding, competitive benchrnarks. 

A brief assessment of Renata's integration of the nine principles based 

on the Performance Model's 10 elements follows: 

Vision 

Renata's vision is to achieve world class in its core business of plastic 

moulded cotnponents, Mr, Thawani and the core management tealn are 

very aware that in order to achieve this, it is necessary to itnplement qual- 

ity tnanagelnent systetns, integrate the employees in the decision making 

process and adopt a proactive approach towards integrating their environ- 

tnental impacts, 

Social and environmental 

indicators: 

~ Energy reduction per 
unit produced: 60!o, 

~ water recycled over 
annual consumption: 
100 o!o, 

~ component materials 

recycled per year: 20/o, 

~ annual hours of training I 

to employees: 125 hours 

per year, 

~ accidents occurred: 0, 

Enablers 

As defined by the Global Compact Performance Model, enablers are nec- 

essary elements to ensure excellence in every objective the business 

chooses to pursue. The elements proposed by the model in this category 

are leadership, empowerment, policies and strategies, alloc~tion of 
resources and process innovation. 

C&fiihaf Cumber Liarmeg Forum — BrieFing raper, tJN Oihiha[ Ciggti. icn Atiril 23, 2092. 
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Mr. Thawani is convinced that in order to achieve a world-class level 

in Renata's core business, it will be necessary to adopt environmentally 

responsible practices, create a respectful employment situation and pro- 

mote social development to have a positive impact on the community 

and along the production chain. 

In order to do that, he has empowered his management team by engag- 

ing them in the formulation of the operations strategy of the company 

and the implementation of changes, 

His strategies focused on the improvement of quality and znoving up 

the value chain, The company integrates research and developtnent and 

process innovation in tool designing and product improvements. 

In a recent questionnaire given to the employees of Renata, a big 

majority strongly agreed with the following statements: 

~ People often do favours for one another and will go out of their 
way t. o help each other. 

~ People are encouraged to bypass formal channels to get their jobs done, 

~ Questioning and debate is openly encouraged in the organisation, 
~ There is a well-known and effective process for reviewing new 

ideas and suggestions put by the workers 

e Budgets and other resources are very fluid in the company and can 
be easily re-deployed to new projects without much bureaucracy. 

Results and reporting 

These aspects (results and reporting) of the Performance Model reflect to 

more than the financial and direct operational output parameters. The 

concept of results is more holistic and stimulates a broader vision of the 

role of the business in ics asocial environment, Ir~ elements imply the 

impact the company has on people, on society and on the value chain, In 

addition it also suggests reporting on performance and measuring the 

improvements of processes, as well as social and environmental excellence. 

As seen, Renata is not only quantifying its business performance, but 

it's also quantifying quality perf'ormance and evaluating its environmental 

and social impact. The company is starting to measure aspects like its 

defect rates, absenteeism, employee training and energy and water con- 

surnption, among others, To this point, Renata has not published any 

annual report with its quality, social and environmental performance, but 

they are currently considering it and might publish one in the near future. 
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Enhanced business linkages 

Renata Engineering Plastics has achieved substantial results in terms of 

business linkages, At the beginning of the programme, Renata supplied a 

few customers with a limited range of goods, As a result of the partnership 

with UNlDO and other organisations, the company was able to expand 

its product base from delivering low-quality plastic components to two 

coirtpanies without any significant added value, to delivering more than 

60 different types of high-quality plastic components that are now sup- 

plied to more customers in a variety of industries, including automotive, 

consumer durables, electronics, telecommunications and engineering, 

Finally, as a result. of its successful participation in the programme, Mr. 

Thawani, CEO of Renata, has been invited to participate in a seminar on 

productivity and efficiency that will be held in japan in December 2003. 

Therefore, the programme has helped Renata not only to develop busi- 

ness linkages with the local industry, but also to increase the potential for 

international linkages through exposure to players and techniques in the 

global market. 

Lessons learned and questions unanswered 

As a participant of the partnership programme, Mr, Thawani has appreci- 

ated the importance ol business linkages within the current context of 

highly competitive world tnarkets. He learned that through discipline and 

organisation and by adopting an approach that continually improves and 

upgrades the production system, Renata Engineering Plastics can excel as 

a truly world-class competitor, even as an SME. 

According to him, partnerships are essential "because as SMEs we just 

can't generate the economies of scale required to bridge the technological 

and knowledge gap. Working together among different actors, sharing 

information and know-how and being able to know where we are posi- 

tioned versus the rest of the world, is essential for survival, " 

With such a mindset, Mr. Thawani has also been capable of overseeing 

the challenges that Renata faces in order to improve business linkages ar 

global levels. According to him, the major question for Renata now is 

Partnerships are 

essential "because as 

SMEs ttte just can' t 

generate the economies 

of scale required to 

bridge the technological 

and knottjledge gap. 

Working together 

among different actors, 

sharing information 

and know-hotel and 

being able to knotty 

urhere ttte are 

positioned versus the 

rest of the vrorld, 

is essential for 

survival, 
" 

Mr. Rohit Thawttni 
Renata Engineering Plastics 
CEO 
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how to move up the value chain and shift from a producer of plastics 

components to a producer of finished products. 

In this sense, the programme has given him the tools and means ta 

achieve internal discipline, to acquire quality management and cast effec- 

tiveness techniques, and especially, ta establish a corparate standard 

toward progress, self-established targets and demanding goals on produc- 

tion and management, 

According to Mr. Thawani, however, one of the remaining unanswered 

questions is how to benchmark aneself with the rest of the market. Based 

an his experience in the programme, he has assigned targets for annual 

employee training sessions, for efficient delivery, far rejection of products 

and defects and ifar achieving perfection in general. What he admits ro be 

lacking is an understanding of what these goals should be so rhat Renata 

Engineering Plastics can compete in the global market. He currently seeks 

further advice on how to define internationally relevant and achievable 

goals for his programmes. 
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CASE STUDY: METALMAIsI AUTO PVT. LTDS. 

Description of the company 

Background 

Metalman was started in 1976 to manufacture electroplating and metal 

finishing work for the bicycle and auto industries. Since then the group 

has expanded and diversified, It now manufactures intricate deep draw 

sheet tnetal components; a range of tubular and sheet metal fabricated 

components; and provides advanced metal finishing techniques for tri- 

nickel chrome plating. It also has a well-equipped tool room for the man- 

ufacture and maintenance of dies, press, tools, jigs and fixtures. 

Currently, Meralman is the supplier to M/s. Kinetic Motor Company 

Ltd. S. Ivl/s Bajaj Auto Ltd. , as welil as to other two- and four-wheelers in 

the auto industry. Between ZOOZ-2003 it grossed nearly nine million US 
dollars. It employs 393 people. 

The company owns three factories, two tn Pithampur and one in 

Aurangabad that opened in 1997. The basis for this case study will be lim- 

ited to an analysis of rhe factory in Aurangabad, 1Vletalman Auto Pvt LtD, 

Participating in the business linkages programtne 

The factory began operation in 1998 with 20 employees, After four years 

it employed 190 workers, produced nrore than 370, 000 units of product 

and grossed revenue of five million US dollars per year. Metalman's only 

customer is Bajaj Auto Ltd. As one of the key car manufacturers in India, 

Bajaj is undergoing supplier consolidation. In the past seven years alone it 

has gone from more than one thousand suppliers to 190. 
Mr. Thorat, the Director of Metalman, unde~stood that to maintain his 

business he would need to guarantee top quality products cost-efficiently, 

In 1999 Mctakman became certified by ISO 9001 and initiated a process 

of improvement and technological upgrading. However, due to high mar- 

ket expectattons and the growth ot customer demand, Mr, Thorat was 

looking for in-depth change that would enable Metalman to readily adapt 

and have a competitive edge with Bajaj. At the end of 2002 Mr, Thorat. 

received a letter from UNIDO and ACMA inviting Metalman to partici- 

pate in the Business Linkage programme for the automotive sector. 

Metalman 
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technologtcaI 
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"lt came at the right time, " 
says Mr. Thorat, "because we were expand- 

ing very quickly and needed to make sure our absorbing capacity would 

not jeopardise the quality or delivery requirements of our customers. " 
The programme began February 2003 and will last 30 mont'hs. It 

includes 40 companies from four different regions of India and offers dif- 

terent types of activities as models for continuing improvement. The pro- 

gramme includes: 

~ Cbssroom training sessions for a selected group of SMEs on quality 

management, cast efficiency and delivery of products. 

~ Two visits a month by an international expert to evaluate corpa- 
rate performance, propose best practices for improvement, change 
management practices and assign tasks to the management team. 

~ A monthly meeting among the regional cluster to jointly evaluate 

performance, The meeting is held at one of the SME sites, with 

each member evaluating the performance and improvements of the 

company visited. In addition, each company must provide a 10- 
minute presentation highlighting achievements and pointing out 
areas for improvement. 

Outcome and proven results 

Metalman's performance has been evaluated according ta the three crite- 

ria defined in the Renata case study (business perfortnance, quality per- 

formance and environmental and social performance), However, since 

Metalman began its participation in the programme only recently, mast of 

the quantitative analysis has been done only since that date. " 

Business performance 

Metalman has increased its productivity by 18'/o since February 2003 

while the added value per employee has increased 150/o (data is not 

available before that). 

l9 Pen tri'the inFvrttt tti«rt «hr ttnerl From tile EhESFALE 11!tE LENEL)O tlttertiontlnire Fc!r htteinerr rrtreeeiee eng 

rttrrnlter encl e«rtorner it!tet;«t«t!n 
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Figure 2 I Business performance of METAl MAN AUTO PVT. LTDs since 1999 
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Quality performance 

Since the partnership with lvletahnan was initiated only tn February 

2003, not much data is available to indicate the results in terms of quality 

performance. However, some indicators have already shown an improve- 

ment of the company's productive process since it started with the 

Business Linkages programme. The following quality improvcnients have 

been quantified: 

Number of defects: indicates the number of defects duc to mishandling, 

wrong operation, stacking, etc. Since February 2003, this number has 

been reduced dramatically by 91/o and achieved minimum levels in the 

most recent months. 

Tool change time: measures the minutes spent on cool change on aver- 

age. Since February 2003, Metalman has been able to reduce tool change 

time by 28%, which is currently equivalent to 16 minutes. To achieve this 

gain the company started an action plan that ensures, for instance, that 

all required tools and gauges are accessible near the machines. 
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In addition, Metalman has drastically reduced costumer complaints to 

only one per month, a drop of 85% from February. 

Environmental and social performance 

Although social and environmental aspects are hard to quantify, as in the 

case of Renata, Mr. Thorat has developed awareness oi the relevance of these 

issues as well as of the need to assess the company's achievements in such 

areas. As a positive result, despite the initial stage of the partnership pro- 

gramme, rMetalman has already obtained some considerable improvements. 

In terms of environmental performance, by implementing best prac- 

tices Metalman has achieved substantial savings in the consumption of' 

energy and resources: 90 man-days per month in manpower, 24, 000 lirres 

per month in water and 260 units per month in electricity. 

Although Metalrnan results in the area of social performance have still 

to be assessed and quantified, there have already been some positive indi- 

cators related to conditions of work and absenteeism, 

Number of accidents per employee per hour/ rzrid number of drzys last Irer ernploy- 

ee a year: following the implementation of the partnership programme in 

February 2003, accidents were rapidly reduced to practically zero, Although 

the introduction of new techniques caused a sudden increase in the number of 

accidents in July and August, the company quickly implemented training pro- 

cedures that helped to bring the ratio back to zero in September. 

In addition to these indicators, absenteeism among employees has also 

been reduced by 51/o since the implementation of the programme. 

Global Compact pertormance model 

Metaltnan has demonstrated its awareness of the importance of the 

Global Compact objectives, In the following an assessment of Metalman's 

integration of the Global Compact nine principles through the 10 ele- 

ments of the performance model is described:~ 

40 The C&lube! Curapacr Pert'orrreance Murlel — Ourpur paper uf Uhi Or Lethal Craapacr r'ulicy L)ialrig«re, July 
Z&32. 
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Vision 

Metalman's vision is to be competitive on a global scale and to be able to 

supply not only Indian manufacturers but also to global producers, They aim 

to achieve this by excelling in quality, on time delivery ol products and 

guarantee of cost-effective goods. As Mr. Thorat, the Director of Metalman, 

has reported, they want to eliminate defects, breakdowns and accidents and 

achieve cost teduction and on time delivery of products through the intro- 

duction of best practices and total productive maintenance (TPM), 

Enablers 

Ivlr, Thorat has shown full awareness of the importance and the need for 

companies to adopt environmentally responsible practices and promote 

social development through adequate employment practices. 

While the continuation of the partnership programme is expected to 

bring further concrete actions by Metahnan in these areas, the company 

and its management have been truly motivated to implement policies and 

strategies that aim at achieving higher levels of performance at various 

levels, Some examples we have seen included the introduction of innova- 

tive best practice processes that. resulted in substantial gains in quality 

and upgrading of the productive process. 

Results and reporting 

Meta!man is making a strong effort to quantify its business performance, 

but also its quality achievements as well as its environmental and social 

impacts. As we have seen, the company has started to measure and pay 

attention to indicators such as defect rates, employee absenteeism, energy 

and water consutnption and others. 

Although the company has not been required to publish annual reports 

so far, they are willing to provide them whenever necessary, 

Enhanced business linkages 

Having joined UNIDOs programme, Mr. Thorat has understood the cru- 

cial role business linkages play in the current scenario faced by Metalman, 

The company's only customer, Bajaj, has gone through a process of con. 

solidation of its supply base, which has been reduced from more than 

I, 000 to approximately 190 companies. Therefore, staying in business 
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becomes Metahnan's predominant objective, As this became more and 

more difficult, a continuous improvement process needed to be installed 

within the cotnpany to ineet the constantly increased demand from the 

customer, The business linkages programme provides the framework and 

the tools and technologies and has supported Metalman is its efforts to 

keep up with its client's requirements. 

Metahnan received the bst twa best supplier awards given by Bajaj, 

thus showing its successtul achievements in creating business linkages. In 

addition, the participation in the programme has allowed the exposure of 

the management of Metalman ta the practices and demands of other 

players in the industry, including foreign companies. Such awareness is 

imporrant ta increase the potential for creating further business linkages 

with new clients and global markets. 

Lessons learned and questions unanswered 

Although the programme began only in February 2003, Metalman has 

achieved tremendous results and significantly improved its performance. The 

company has participated actively in the programme and has created the type 

of ownership that will allaw achieving a highly competitive perfonnance. 

One of the crucial lessons learned according to Mr. Thorat is the oppor- 

tunity to visit other component supplier companies of the programme 

once a month and be able ta see how they are dea! ing wirh their problems. 

"%'e are all facing similar problems in our industry, 
" 

says Mr. Thorat, 

"being able to participate in the programme and understanding how other 

companies are managing their business allows us to position ourselves bet- 

ter and adopt a continuous improvement approach. " 

Mr. Thorat acknowledges that rhe programme is giving him the neces- 

sary tools to improve quality, excel better in on-time delivery and become 

more cost-efrective, This allaws Metalman to create more competitive 

business linkages and to access global markets. 

One of the remaining unanswered questions for Metalman is how to 

benchmark itself with the whale global market. The programme has 

allowed Meralman to benchmark with other component companies from 

India, but Mr. Thorat feels there is a lack af understanding on how othet' 

companies are globally managing theinselves and what kind of targets 

they are setting to improve pertormance. 
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